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HA Pens Budget; Secures Funds For Exercise Equipment
RA To Buy Ellipitcal Machine For Merrill After Athletic
Department Repeatedly Denied Student Requests
by DAVID WELIVER
NEWS EDITOR
Coinciding with the announcement of the
2002-2003 student organization budgets, the Rep¬
resentative Assembly doled out cash to numer¬
ous student organizations and other causes Mon¬
day. The RA allotted $ 1,000 towards buying one
or more cardiovascular machines for Merrill
Gymnasium in addition to co-sponsoring events
to be put on by the Bates Christian Fellowship
and the Senior Class.
After the athletic department has denied stu¬
dent requests for new cardiovascular equipment
several years in a row, the RA, in conjunction
with the President Harward and the Alumni Of¬
fice, is responding to the demand.
According to Haley Lieberman, there are cur¬
rently only three stationary bikes, two stair-mas¬
ters, and two treadmills in the Merrill Cardio
Room. There are some additional machines
throughout the athletic facilities, but many stu¬
dents complain the ancient equipment only works
sporadically.
With $3,000 from the three co-sponsoring
offices the RA hopes to buy one or more ellipti¬
cal machines—equipment that gives the same
cardiovascular benefits as running without the
stress running and other activities puts on the
athlete’s joints.

Congressional
Candidates Will
Debate On Campus
The Bates Democrats help launch the cam¬
paign season with a debate among the six Demo¬
cratic candidates for Maine’s 2nd District con¬
gressional seat, at 7 p.m. Wednesday, March 27,
in the Muskie Archives at Bates College, Cam¬
pus Avenue. The event is free and open to the
public.
Six Democrats and four Republicans are vy¬
ing for the seat to be vacated by Rep. John
Baldacci (D-Bangor), who is running for the
Blaine House. Working with the Androscoggin
County Democratic Committee, the student Bates
Democrats present one of Maine’s first debates
of this election year.
All moderate-to-progressive Democrats, the
six participants in the debate at Bates are:
David Costello, Lewiston. Raised in Bangor,
Costello graduated from George Washington
University and the London School of Econom¬
ics and Political Science. A former senior-level
employee of state and federal government,
Costello has been a foreign aid officer respond¬
ing to political, humanitarian and economic cri¬
ses in such countries as Cambodia, Haiti, Bosnia,
Kosovo and Serbia. Costello supports universal
health insurance and increased federal funding
for education, worker training, communications
and transportation infrastructure, and scientific
research and development.
Sean Faircloth, Bangor. When Baldacci left
the Bangor state senate seat to run for Congress,
Faircloth, a Notre Dame graduate, won that seat
by a wide margin. He previously served as legal
counsel to the State Senate, assistant state attor¬
ney general and state representative. His legisla¬
tive record includes solid gains for children’s is¬
sues, including leadership on the Healthy Start
child abuse prevention program. Faircloth was
instrumental in the founding and recent multimillion-dollar expansion of the Maine Discov¬
ery Museum, a children’s museum in Bangor.
Lori Handrahan, New Sharon and Sorrento.
See Debate, page 6

While one machine costs nearly $3,000, RA
President Grahm Veysey said he hopes to use
alumni connections to buy either discounted or
second-hand machines.
Veysey also vows that the RA will be con¬
ducting an audit of the athletic department’s bud¬
get to see why exactly they have been unable to
purchase better exercise equipment.
In other business the RA rejected the Annual
Entering Student Orientation Program’s
(AESOP) request for storage space in the garage
at 111 Bardwell Street. The bill failed 16-14 with
6 abstentions.
Many students were concerned because
AESOP is funded by the College, not the RA.
AESOP would have only used the space during
the summer months to respond to incoming stu¬
dent and parent phone calls.
Valerie Wicks, a student representative from
the Educational Policy Committee reported the
committee will not attempt to change the drop
period from seven weeks to one week. Wicks said
strong student opinions weighed heavily in the
committee’s decision.
The budget committee, led by RA Treasurer
Nathan Williford, hashed out the 2002-2003 RA
budget from 8 a.m. Sunday until 4:30 a.m. Mon¬
day. Student clubs and organizations that submit¬
ted budget proposals will be notified by mail this
week of the clubs’ funding.

Christina Dove/The Bates Student

RA treasurer Nathan Williford speaking at Monday’s meeting. Williford and
the budget committee worked from 8:30 a.m. Sunday until 4:30 a.m. Monday
to distributing money to student organizations.
The RA is struggling, however, to fill the re¬
cently vacated position of grievance mediator.
The mediator is .needed to hear student organiza¬
tion budget appeals next weekend but the cur¬
rent mediator was unable to fulfill her duties due
to a personal situation. RA officers asked former

grievance mediator Simon Delekta to do the job
over the weekend. Delekta was considering the
offer Monday night. The position requires many
consecutive hours of work during the already
busy weekend preceding reading week.

Plans For New Student Center Are Underway
by J. D. LICHTMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Since the beginning of my freshman year at
Bates College I can recall rumors of a Campus
Center. Well, rumors no more.
After several years of meeting with student,
faculty and staff groups throughout the College
campus and putting together recommendations
for the program of this center, the Bates College
Board of Trustees approved the hiring of an ar¬
chitect for the campus center this past January.
Please note that this is a brief and basic de¬
scription of the program, and not everything listed
is guaranteed in the center.
The basic program that was recommended and
approved at this meeting includes:
1. Centre Cafe -which could include breakoven pizza, a grill, a pub, performance space and
game space (e.g. pool tables).

2. Campus Store -an expansion of the current
store, allowing for growth.
3. Convenience Store - selling sandwiches,
bakery, salads.
4. Post Office and Copy Center -more room
for our friends in the mailroom and private boxes.
5. Lounge Space and Meeting Rooms -fire¬
place lounge, and multipurpose rooms
6. Entry and Information Area -e-mail, ATM.
7. Student Activities Offices -Keith, Erin,
Claire and Laura are going to stay where the ac¬
tion is.
8. Student Organizations -workspaces and
lock space for organizations.
9. Student Government And the Campus Cen¬
ter Committee -office and workspace.
This building represents a big addition to the
college campus at a projected 68,600 GSF (for
reference, Pettengill is approximately 90,000
GSF). The projected cost of this building is ap¬
proximately $30 million prior to financing, with

OLD PROBLEM, NEW DANGERS

a 7.5% allowance set aside specifically for green
architecture. It is important to note, that not only
is a new building being constructed, but that a
new process has been adopted on the campus by
the senior officers of our college in order to pro¬
vide an inclusive community process.
The central group involved in the program of
this building is the Project Planning Group. This
group consists of students, faculty and staff mem¬
bers from throughout the campus community
(about 40 people in total).
The group heading the next step is the Project
Oversight Group, a smaller group of similar com¬
position, charged with hiring an architect.
So what is currently going on, and what does
the future look like?
On March 22, the POG sent out a Request
For Qualifications (RFQ) to 49 different archi¬
tecture firms. Currently the POG is in the proSee Center, page 6

Inside The Student This Week:
Running For Office?

Seasoned Counselor Shares Concerns About Illegal Drug Use
At Bates; Urges Users To Seek Information
by DAVID WELIVER
NEWS EDITOR
Alcohol and drug abuse counselor Dale
McGee wants to give a new meaning to the ex¬
pression “buyer beware!” McGee’s message?
Students who choose to buy and use illegal drugs
had best know what they’re getting into.
Dividing his work between prisons, hospitals,
and the Bates Health Center, McGee has been a
substance abuse counselor since 1973. He has
been at Bates since 1986.
A man who regularly treats convicted felons
and mentally sick war veterans, McGee is fright¬
ened by the drug abuse he sees on this elite Col¬
lege campus. “I’ve seen a number of students with
drug issues over the years,” McGee said in an
interview Thursday.
McGee highlights marijuana as the most com-

mon illegal drug at Bates. “I see a number of daily
smokers, and because they’re so talented, they
can compensate for the effects of the drug. So
they can get by, but I always wonder what they
could achieve without the pot.”
While McGee admits marijuana is a so-called
“soft drug,” he cautions that it may not be as be¬
nign as people believe. McGee cites the impurity
and the lack of regulation on street drugs. “If you
go down to the liquor store and buy a fifth of
Jack Daniels, there’s a tax stamp on the bottle.”
McGee said. “That stamp isn’t just there for the
tax. That stamp tells you exactly how much of
that drug you are getting”
McGee said one of the largest risks of using
illegal drugs is there is no way to know how much
of a drug is being ingested or what other subSee Drugs, page 6
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To our readers-

Committee Appointments Must
Be Made With An Eye On The
Public Perception Of The Process
Last week, the Representative Assembly was minutes
away from being presented with a slate of Committee on
Committees (COC) nominees that had some crucial vacan¬
cies. By chance, a constitutional concern prevented this first
round of nominees from being considered. While the Ex¬
ecutive Officers and the RA as a whole seemed generally
annoyed by this postponement and the Committee on Com¬
mittees no doubt is frustrated to have to spend another week¬
end deliberating appointments, this delay might serve to give
the Committee on Committee a second chance to correct a
problematic initial oversight.
There is no more important task served by the COC
than selecting the student delegation for the Student Con¬
duct Committee (SCC). On a regular basis, students’ fu¬
tures will hang in the balance based on the decisions of this
committee. Last week, the COC slate had left two of the
five student slots vacant. This presents a particularly poi¬
gnant concern.
Vice President Alam is in the difficult position of try¬
ing to solicit applicants and subsequently choose from among
them a committee that will be well balanced and well quali¬
fied. However, leaving forty percent of the SCC vacant
grants the RA President and Vice President a pervasive con¬
trol over the make-up of this all-important group of students.
If left unfilled by the COC as seemed imminent last week,
the President and VP would acquire total control over the
subsequent ‘slot filling’ process. A fundamental check and
balance of the appointment system in the assignment of the
most important committee the RA will seat would be for¬
saken. In the past, this issue has never come up because
applications for the SCC have numbered in the twenties and
finding five suitable students was easy. If the problem faced
by the COC in seating the Conduct Committee this year is
linked to a reported dramatic drop in student interest, then
the Executive Committee must use this two week delay to
actively solicit students to apply.
Two students, no matter if they are the President and
VP of the RA, should never be granted the power to singlehandedly control the nomination of such a major portion of
the SCC. This is not an attack at the integrity of either Gra¬
ham or Tashin. But the appearance of impropriety is just as
corruptive.
The Student Conduct Committee representatives need
to be selected with the utmost care. Confidence in the se¬
lection process is fundamentally important to the success
and continuity of the disciplinary process. The Student calls
on the Committee on Committees to consider this issue be¬
fore it decides on its next slate of nominees.

Well, it was quite the weekend. Between Lick-it, Gala, and
everything in between, we rolled into Monday morning wondering
which end was up. That can be a dangerous thing with only three weeks
left in the semester (that’s with exams), but what we lacked in aca¬
demic productivity, we certainly made up for in good times with friends
we love.
This past weekend was more than a little bittersweet. Gala is
perhaps the most highly anticipated social event of the year, and as
usual, it didn’t disappoint. But at the end of the night, there was a large
percentage of seniors among those remaining as the crowd thinned out.
We were both hesitant to walk away from our last Gala, even with the
plethora of after parties that beckoned. That is certainly a phenomenon
that will be repeated with increasing frequency over the next few months.
As much as we look forward to the next step in the progression towards
short term (yeeehaaa) and then graduation (gasp!), there is a big part of
us that doesn’t quite want to close the book on the good times we’ve
had. But would we want it any other way?
As we sit here in the office with only one more issue to go,
conversation inevitably returns to the joys that await as the weather
warms and our theses disappear. But then there’s the big question:
what happens after May 27th? As we ponder that one, the comforting
country stylings of Robert Earl Keen seem more relevant than ever.
Yes, take heart graduates-to-be, “the road goes on forever, and the party
never ends.” At least not for a few more months...
Thanks for reading,
Dan and Will
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Reform School 101 Another Incident Of Hate
A Campaign Finance Mess
In Clark v. CCNV (19841. the Supreme Court
made it clear that expression can be limited based
on reasonable time, place and manner restrictions.
A well known and overused sixteenth cen¬
For example, everyone has the right to stand on a
tury proverb reads, “The road to Hell is paved with
street comer and express one’s views to whom¬
good intentions.” Remember that thought when
ever might be listening. However, one does not
considering the version of the Campaign Finance
have the right to do so in a residential neighbor¬
Reform Bill that has passed the Senate last week
hood at 3am. Even the most basic of free speech
and is due for a Presidential signature in the com¬
rights can be limited. However, the Court was
ing days.
clear to point out that they “have always noted
The sentiment of Campaign Finance Reform
that restrictions of this kind are valid provided that
is one that most of us can support. In a perfect
they are justified without reference to the content
world, “special interests” would not be able to have
of the regulated speech...and leave open ample
the political clout that they clearly do through do¬
alternative channels for communications of the in¬
nations of hundreds of thousands of dollars each
formation.” Furthermore, the law must be nar¬
year. Free from the bonds of these outside influ¬
rowly tailored to meet the state’s interest in the
ences, politicians would be able to vote on their
restriction of speech. The McCain Reform Bill
conscience without worrying about angering a cor¬
fails each part of this three part test.
poration or union that bankrolled their last cam¬
The 60 day ban is directly related to the con¬
paign.
tent of the regulated speech. If two weeks before
While previous reforms placed a hard-money
an election, the NRA were to place an add on tele¬
cap of $1000 on donations made directly to can¬
vision advocating safe gun usage, the law would
didates, these protections left a gaping loop-hole
not apply. However, if the NRA were to place an
by allowing unlimited donations to political par¬
ad saying “Vote for Candidate X because he sup¬
ties. Each party could then turn around and give
ports the Second Amendment!” their speech would
that money to which ever candidate needed it
be illegal. Since the time of the add, the location
most—with strings attached, of course. Candi¬
of the ad on network television and the manner of
dates thus became dependent both on special in¬
the ad in its advocacy of an NRA interest are all
terest and the lackeys of their respective party. For
identical in each case, the only substantive differ¬
Congressmen and women, crossing the isle on a
ence which makes the former legal and the latter
controversial issue meant more than annoying your
illegal is the political content of the message.
friends, it meant risking your funding.
Moreover, by laying a blanket ban over the
Furthermore, through the use of privately
60 day period, a private citizen or group would be
funded issue adds, “special interest” soft-money
left without an alternative channel for expression
contributors were able to buy large blocks of air
of their political views. A ban only on television
time to advocate for the candidates of their choice
ads would at least allow the Sierra Club to turn to
without having that money count as donations to
radio or newspaper ads to promote their environ¬
that candidates campaign.
mental causes. The McCain bill allows no such
It is not exactly going out on a limb to claim
altematives.that the “Watergate” reforms of 1974 did little to
Lastly, it can be argued that the 60 day pe¬
actually clean up campaigns. They simply forced
riod is overly broad because it makes illegal an ad
interested big-money donors to find slightly more
on September 8U‘ which would be legal on Sepcreative ways to circum-_ _ tember 7th without provid¬
vent the system. Soft
TIT7 ., c( ,
.
.
ing any justification for
money is as much a part
” tllLC Cleaning lip the the time of transition. The
sole intent of such a ban
of every-day politics as
it ever was.
is to limit the ability of
Based on the corprivate citizens to express
ruptive influence of
their p°lltlcal °Pin|ons at
massive special interests
a time when they just
like the Tobacco Indus¬
might sway someone’s
try, Teachers Unions,
™ ™s is something
Association of the Trial
'
the Court has always reLawyers of America,
jected outright.
and the National Rifle Association, it is easy to
In light of the unconstitutionality of the sec¬
see why well the intentioned Senator John McCain
ond portion of the bill, the raise from $1000 to
(R-AZ) would be so committed to further reform.
$2000 only increases the amount of money in the
But the bill passed last week failed miserably to
system. Admittedly, this portion of the bill was
fix the problems and violated the Constitution of
mainly included to update the old figure after
the United States in the process. It’s only a matter
nearly 30 years of inflation. Its secondary intent
of time before the Supreme Court shreds the thing.
was to appease some fence-sitting Republicans
The new bill has three major amendments to
who were struggling with the Campaign Finance
the current system. First, it significantly restricts
Reform issue. But certainly, this clause won’t help
the donation of money to political parties from
the problems.
private sources (a.k.a. “soft money donations”).
With its passage looming, the ramifications
Second, it bans the purchase of political ads within
of the bill must be considered as well. The ban of
60 days of an election. And third, it raises the
soft-money contributions will restrict the influx of
hard-money donation limit that can be given di¬
new blood into the political scene. Renowned con¬
rectly to candidates from $1000 to $2000. None
gressional scholar Gary Jacobsen notes that: “Typi¬
of these will help solve any of the problems with
cally, more than 90 percent of the races include
the election system.
incumbents and more than 90 percent of them win.
The restriction on soft-money donations to
On average, fewer than seven percent of office
political parties is the trickiest one to sort out con¬
holders...are defeated in the general elections.”
stitutionally speaking. When the 1971 Federal
Soft-money plays a minor part in this ‘incumbent
Election Campaign Act’s $1000 cap on direct do¬
advantage.’ On the other hand, the experience of
nations—the current system—was first challenged
campaigning, the resource of a full-time congres¬
in court in the case Buckley v. Valeo (1976), the
sional staff and most of all, general name recogni¬
Supreme Court upheld the limitations by accept¬
tion play far greater roles in perpetual reelection.
ing Congress’ notion that such regulations were
Conversely, money plays a crucial role for
fundamental to the protection of the “integrity of
candidates challenging incumbents. According to
our system of representative democracy.” This
Jacobsen, in elections where challengers spent less
interest was compelling enough to permit certain
than $100,000, they won fewer than 2 times in
first amendment infringements. Restricting simi¬
every one thousand. In elections where they spent
lar direct donations to political parties could be
more than $500,000, those odds rose to approxi¬
defended in the same way.
mately one in three. He asserts: “How well nonHowever, the second change—the restriction
incumbent candidates do on election day is di¬
on the purchase of advertisements within 60 days
rectly related to how much campaign money they
of an election—clearly goes against the finding
raise and spend.. ..Certain things are clear. Conof the Supreme Court and violates both the text
and spirit of the First Amendment.
See REFORM, page 4
by JAMES PEYSTER
FORUM EDITOR

system, ” the McCain bill
actually makes the election
process both more static
and more elitist. One must
ask if it’s worth it.

by NAAMA ZOHN
Opinion Writer
Security Alert. Security Alert. Security Alert.
The all-too-familiar gold paper immediately
envokes a feeling of-dread as we wonder what has
happened this time. I saw the notices on a few doors
as I walked across campus. Not as many as usual, I
thought. There were none on my dorm; only a few
houses were marked. This time, I didn’t have to
read the details. I knew exactly what had happened,
because I had dictated the story just a few hours
before. I had sat in the security office and told them
what had happened the night before.
On Friday, March 15,1 went to bed relatively
early, looking forward to a quiet weekend filled
with rehearsals, a choir concert, and maybe a date.
My plans didn’t exactly work out. As I walked to
my room in my pajamas
just before midnight, I
noticed something writ¬
ten on the rainbow flag
my roommate and I hung
on our door. “FAGS”
stared back at me in big
black letters. I felt ill, and
couldn’t think whether it
would be better take it
down or leave it on the
door there as proof to all
that such ideas exist here.
I left it there and went to
sleep, trying to shut out the usual Friday night party
raging just outside my room and down the hall.
Imagine you’re asleep in your bed. Around
one thirty in the morning, you wake up. You wake
up because you feel pretzels thrown at you and a
marker drawing on your face. I woke up. I
mumbled something, and saw two college-age
males whom I did not know run out of my room
and slam the door behind them. Mechanically, I
walked to my door to lock it right away, assuming
my roommate would figure out a way to get in
when she came back later that night, because I cer¬
tainly would not leave door unlocked after that.
The mirror on the door reflected two black marks
on my nose and cheek. In my confused just-wokenup-in-the-middle-of-the-night-by-two-guys-drawing-on-my-face state, the only action that made
sense was to go back to bed.
The next morning, the ink on my face had
almost rubbed off, and what had been written on
my flag was crossed out so that it was completely

illegible. My mind was still spinning and the last
thing I could do was think clearly. The one cer¬
tainty was that I wanted people to know. I was not
going to cover this up and let it become a distant
memory. I borrowed mascara and streaked it across
my cheek and nose, where the marks had been.
Many of you probably saw and either do not know
me or were hesitant to ask. Anyone who did, how¬
ever, received a short version of this story and an
explanation of the mascara. Most responses were
shocked and sympathetic, and I felt strengthened
by the support of my friends.
/When I reported the “incident,” as it has been
called, I was told that it would be almost impos¬
sible to find and punish the perpetrators. (If you
have a better title for them, let me know.) I knew
that, since I was almost asleep and the room was
dark. What I care about is exposure. I want every¬
one to know that what
happened to me is the lat¬
est in a series of hate
crimes, official or not,
committed at Bates since
September. It is the fourth
act of homophobia in my
dorm alone, and who
knows how many more
have gone unreported.
That weekend, my own
was the first of five secu¬
rity breaches in fortyeight hours, though only
three yellow alerts went up.
Someone around here thinks that because we
have a rainbow flag on our door, we are gay, and
that we should be punished for it. Perhaps those
responsible thought they could fix us with insults
and threats. It is not someone else’s problem at an¬
other college. I wish we were the shining example
of ideal possibility that we like to think we are, but
we are in the real world, and we need to work if
we want results.
I am a person. I was officially assaulted and
unofficially the object of a hate crime that was
founded on ignorance, intolerance, and injustice. I
will not believe that this is an isolated incident. I
will not accept drunkenness as an excuse. I will
not lie down and let bigotry run over my friends,
people I have never met, or me. I will keep talking
about it. I will stubbornly persist in my hope. I
will continue to strive for equality and acceptance,
and someday, I will succeed.

My mind was still spin¬
ning and the last thing I
could do was think
clearly. The one certainty
was that I wanted people
to know. I was not going
to cover this up ...
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Spring Break!

NCAA
Basketball
Tournament
President’s
All-College
Gala
‘Lick It’ Party
In Chase

^

Yeah, so, has anyone else
been watching MTV: Spring
Break Cancun recently?
1m Why is everyone else there
f while we’re here in the cold
studying for finals???

/\
A |k

After four days of great
basketball, its time to
actually work on your term
papers and labs. Fight the
withdrawal symptoms!

It really doesn’t get any
better than that one spe\ cial night in March. Yet
another thing for which we
should all thank Don!
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A well timed fire alarm
forces hoards of bare
I butted men and plastic
^wrapped ladies out into
the cold. Classic!
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Walking In The Cemetery
by JAY SURDUKOWSKI
Opinion Columnsit
Many have raised their eyebrows
at my affinity for the restorative good
that can come from a walk in one of
Lewiston and Auburn’s fine cemeteries.
1 am partial to the river views and clas¬
sic lines of Riverside (5 minutes from
Frye Street) and Oak Hill (a 45 minute
walk out on Route 136).
In this article I want to chronicle
some of the history behind such a tradi¬
tion of walking and thinking in the cit¬
ies of the dead. 1 am grateful to the cur¬
riculum of Professor Ned Harwood’s
seminar on Picturesque Suburbia for its
rich clarification of the history of an ac¬
tivity I had engaged in during the first
decade or so of my sentient life.
In the early days of the Republic,
rural cemeteries epitomized by the
hugely successful Mount Auburn in
Cambridge, Massachusetts became in¬
tensely popular destinations for recre¬
ational/educational visits. A contempla¬
tion of death in a bittersweet state of
melancholy, with the purity of pictur¬
esque nature as the backdrop was the
main attraction of such outings. How can
this paradox between the cemetery, a site
of interment of dead bodies, and leisure
and learning, very much activities of the
still living, be reconciled? What dynam¬
ics were at work to turn death from a
thing grim to gorgeous?
In this article I trace the culture of
melancholy that took root in nineteenth
century America in order to shed light
on this odd and old pastime.
Damnable Death
For centuries death was an ugly
thing, a subject of taboo. Graves were
not special commemorations generally
because perpetuation of memory was not
a priority. Blanche Linden-Ward writes
on the attitude towards death that has
prevailed for most of the Common Era:
The ugliness and inevitability of death
were institutionalized in the Old Order
that datedfrom the fifth century and gen¬
erally persisted into the eighteenth
throughout western civilization, extend¬
ing into New England as it had to Old.

Campaign Finance
Reform Gone Bad
REFORM, from page 3
gressional challengers rarely win if
they do not spend a substantial amount
of money, and the more they spend, the
more likely they are to win.” Under
the new system, one must 'X'onderwhere will challengers get their
money? It would seem the incumbent
advantage would only increase. Worst
of all, the one exception to this prob¬
lem would be those candidates who are
independently wealthy enough to over¬
come the disadvantage of challenging
an entrenched incumbent. While
“cleaning up the system,” the McCain
bill actually makes the election process
both more static and more elitist. One
must ask if it’s worth it.
The 60 day advertising ban pre¬
sents problems both if it withstands
impending constitutional challenges
and if it is struck down. If upheld, the
American public would be forced to
draw its information on elections and
candidates solely from mass media in
the two months prior to election day.
The newsroom would become the

For centuries under the edicts of
the Catholic Church, Western dead were
consigned to consecrated ground long
enough for the flesh to rot, and then the
bones were dug up again and placed in
charnel houses under or near churches.
Death was regarded as an unseemly
thing, and the need to memorialize it was
generally non-existent except in the case
of knights, kings, some saints, and other
important persons affiliated with the
cloth.
Protestants did not have much
more regard for death or strong feelings
for the commemoration of those who
had passed. The grim Puritans that in¬
habited the New World in fact used death
as a curious counterpoint to life. To keep
the community in¬
line, the clergy in¬
voked death and
chilling reflection
on burial sites. Lin¬
den-Ward quotes
the influential min¬
ister
Increase
Mather:

wanted to visit for afternoon prom¬
enades, to contemplate sweetly the mel¬
ancholic fact of death?
Melancholy Triumphant
An American passion for melan¬
choly had a number of important roots.
The romantically charged countryside
and culture of England and the new Pa¬
risian cemetery model epitomized by the
Pere Lachaise were influences that pro¬
voked the new sensibility for the ro¬
mance-rich contemplation of death and
the landscape of its eternal residence: the
cemetery.
The English influence was perhaps
the strongest on young America that had
up until 1776 still been a part of the Brit-
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tors of the new English sensibility for
melancholy. First in the line of poets that
wrote on melancholy itself, or melan¬
cholic themes, was John Milton. He re¬
versed the earlier interpretation that mel¬
ancholy was a type of sickness. Rather,
“intense introspection on mortality
served as a new sort of spiritual exer¬
cise” In his poem II Penseroso, Milton
dwells on the person that “likes to be
alone at night “or who by day courts the
brown shadows in the close coverts of a
wood by the brook.” Because of Milton
and other poets, English romantic land¬
scape began to be intimately connected
with ideas of melancholy. Nature pro¬
vided a stage upon which the play of
melancholy could take place. BlancheLinden notes that Milton “postulates a
protoromantic landscape especially
suited for melancholy; advising retreat”
in II Penseroso. She cites a section that
demonstrates the idyllic “retreat” that
Milton and his ilk were forging with their
pens:
To arched walks of
twilight groves,
And shadows brown,
that Sylvan loves.
Of pine or monumen¬
tal oak,
Where the rude ax
with heaved stroke
Was never heard the
nymphs to daunt,
Or fright them from
their hallowed haunt.

Indeed, seven¬
teenth-century
New England min¬
isters preached a
These
“twilight
new Puritan ratio¬
groves” where mel¬
nale for continuing
ancholic thoughts of
to disregard the
mortality could be
dead. Increase
entertained were a far
Mather declared,
cry from the filthy,
“to praise the dead
congested, grassless
is to praise cor¬
and treeless nature of
ruptible flesh... to
photo by Jay Surdukowski
Oak Hill Cemetery In Auburn
many cemeteries that
praise memory is pock-marked Europe
ish Commonwealth. The various factors
to worship the dead.”
at the time.
may seem disparate as I recount them,
Another British poet that helped forge
This is indeed, a very Puritan attitude.
but they all had some degree of overlap¬
the strong link between melancholy and
The ill will towards death was per¬
ping bearing on the notions that Ameri¬
landscape was Edmund Arwaker:
haps most poignantly illustrated in early
cans, particularly New Englanders,
New England by the carvings of death’s
would adopt from Old England in the
Behold a Grove, whose melancholy
heads on simple slate stones used as
early part of the nineteenth century. Ideas
shade,
grave markers. The stones were meant
of melancholy appeared in English phi¬
Appear’d for Sorrow's last retirement
to “emphasize the message of memento
losophy, painting, and poetry. Some ex¬
made,
mori, the reminder that each individual
amples of these manifestations are ever
Where in confus’d disorder grew
must die; they preach the grim lessons
so briefly sketched here.
Bidding Defiance to the Sun’s bright Eye
of Calvinistic Predestination,” notes Lin¬
Edmund Burke argued that regard¬ The Mournful Cypress and Unlucky
den-Ward.
ing the departed dear dead could be a
Yew:
How then, if death was regarded
happy thing, due to the recollection of So closely interwov’n they were,
so negatively, did a complete reversal joyous moments. David Schuyler quotes
His Mid-day Beams were Strangers
occur in early America? How did cem¬
the following from Burke: “In grief, the There.
eteries turn into places people actually pleasure is still uppermost; and the af¬
Other contemporary poems invoked the
fliction we suffer has no resemblance to
battleground of political spin as special
weeping willow, which would become
absolute pain, which is odious, and
interests jockey for influence over which
a staple of romantic landscapes, and an¬
which we endeavor to shake off as soon
voices are heard and which aren’t. Con¬
as possible.” It is clear that thoughts of cient ruins.
trol over CNN and Fox News would death were certainly a central girder in
This glimpse of some of the
equal political clout for these interest the construction of the sublime that
sources from “art, literature, and philoso¬
groups.
phy” is telling, but in what ways did the
Burke gave the eighteenth century.
If the 60 day ban is struck down,
gospel of melancholy and the pleasant¬
Several British painters lent their
all of the above would still occur in light
ness of death contemplation in rural
brushes to the cause of celebrating mel¬
of the soft-money ban for political par¬
landscapes reach the New World?
ancholy and death. In a work by Sir
ties. On top of it, special interests would
One primary conduit was the popu¬
Joshua Reynolds the idea of death hov¬
focus their time and money on the cre¬ ers in the air with great subtlety. In what
lar writing of American author Washing¬
ations dozens of adds. Through manipu¬ prima facie appears to be a chipper
ton Irving. Irving recounted for his wide
lation of public opinion over the air¬
American audience the wonders of En¬
double portrait of two aristocratic fe¬
waves, candidates would still be subject
glish melancholy and the small pictur¬
males, Mrs. Bouverie and Mrs. Crewe,
to third party influence. And the money
esque rural graveyards that dotted some
is, upon closer inspection, a meditation
they would otherwise spend on adds will
parts of the English countryside. This
on death’s omnipotence. Included in the
be taken care of for them. Thus, candi¬
melancholy was something he urged
painting are images of the tragic muses,
dates with lots of rich friends will still
Americans to embrace. Linden-Ward
as well as the popular romantic Latin
have an advantage over those without.
writes on Irving’s love affair with the
phrase; “Et in Arcadia Ego," which
Lastly, the doubling of the hard“British national character”: “He praised
translates (quite roughly) into “Even in
money cap to $2000 does nothing to
‘the rich vein of melancholy’ running
Arcadia, I, Death, hold sway.” This
solve these problems and certainly will
through the English character giving it
phrase was first made popular in the arts
make fundraising more important than
“some of its most touching and ennobling
in Nicolas Poussin’s circa 1630 canvas
ever.
graces,” traits epitomized in the burial
that bears the phrase as its title. It is in¬
All in all, the newest version of triguing that death has such a prominent,
tradition of common Englishmen.”
campaign finance reform is full of good
Beyond urging that American
though more subtle presence in the
intentions but fairly vacant of any po¬ Reynold’s painting. Due to its quiet pres¬
gravesites be turned from places of “dis¬
litical practicality. Money will become
gust and dismay,” Irving counseled that
ence, its banality in the painting, I would
more scarce and thus more of a com¬
argue that sweet melancholic ideas of they should be made into melancholic
modity. Special interests will still find
landscapes fit for public visits. He urged
death were clearly taking hold in En¬
their ways to influence elections—this
graveside meditation, inspired by the En¬
gland at the time. This melancholy
time with direct control over the money.
glish and French Romantics. Lindendwelling on death is quite contrary to
And parts of the bill won’t last after con¬
Ward notes, “He agreed...the natural ef¬
earlier notions of relegating death to dis¬
stitutional review. Sometimes good in¬
fect of sorrow over the dead is to refine
favor and the sphere of taboo.
tentions simply aren’t enough.
and elevate the mind.”
Poets were powerful communica¬

Themes of melancholy became quite
popular in periodicals in the 1820s. Lin¬
den-Ward dwells on the ubiquity: ‘Taste
for sentimental poets was far from lim¬
ited to the readers of ladies’ magazines
and best-selling gift books.”1 Addition¬
ally, so-called “mourning pictures,” in
which families or individuals were de¬
picted in cheap prints lamenting and
swooning next to picturesque grave
plots, were quite popular.
This has been an account of the En¬
glish influence. Now, what of the
French? It should be noted briefly that
the French actually provided models of
melancholic cemeteries that Americans
could look to for examples. Whereas the
English teased out an entire ethic of mel¬
ancholy, the French actively put theory
into practice in the form of new pictur¬
esque graveyards. Parisian cemetery cre¬
ators “wanted cemeteries to serve both
as parks organized for family visits and
as museums for illustrious persons.” The
greatest of these cemeteries is the Pere
Lachaise, founded in 1804 with the
blessing of Napoleon. Douglas Keister
writes on the achievement of the cem¬
etery^
Pere Lachaise was an event, a marriage
of the Enlightenment !r optimism and the
English “picturesque landscape gar¬
den ” with neoclassical architecture. The
result is a beautiful park that remains
one of the world’s great burial grounds.
Everything smelled rosy at Pere
Lachaise, bucolic and garden fresh.
Lime trees traced narrow roads packed
with temple mausoleums leading to the
summit.
The Pere Lachaise would ultimately
serve as a model for Mount Auburn, the
cemetery to which we now turn.
Theory into Practice: The Mount Au¬
burn Cemetery
Mount Auburn was the first truly
rural and picturesque cemetery estab¬
lished in America. It was founded in 1831
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on the
outskirts of Boston.
The prime sponsor of the cemetery’s
founding was Dr. Jacob Bigelow.
Bigelow had an interest in internment
practices as well as botany, so his sup¬
port of the picturesque cemetery idea is
a consistent action on his part.
Mt. Auburn became quite popular.
Americans had clearly inherited the En¬
glish taste for melancholy. Droves of
people descended on Mount Auburn in
their carriages for all manner of passtimes. The cemetery became akin to a
shrine or some site of a martyr’s woe.
Masses thronged like pilgrims to com¬
mune with nature and walk on ground
that was consecrated with virtue. The
didactic landscape was a haunt for lov¬
ers, school children and families. It was
natural that Mount Auburn was so popu¬
lar because it reflected the theories of
melancholy so clearly.
Curious pass-times grew up around
Mount Auburn that demonstrate just how
taken Americans were with melancholic
contemplation of death. One such rec¬
reation considered de rigueur by the
Boston Brahmins was an after dinner trip
to Mount Auburn. Mothers would bring
children to the cemeteries for an early
introduction to the sublime qualities of
death. Early depictions of Mount Auburn
frequently consisted of images of par¬
ents introducing young children to the
“silent city on the hill.” A final example
of a curious practice that may seem odd
to contemporary readers was the occa¬
sional visiting and coveting of grave
plots well before they were to be utilized
by those that had purchased them. A
writer urged this practice as a “reminder
of mortality.”
Regrettably, the paradox of the
American romance with death would
soon come to a close along with the nine¬
teenth century with the advent of the
public park. But some of us still hold
out—
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Two Batesies For Life!
by NATHAN WILLIFORD & EDUARDO
CRESPO
Opinion Writers
Rugby Player, a cappella singer, theatre per¬
former, philosophy major, biochemistry major,
or economics major, we all have one thing in
common. While we are students, no matter what
our differences, we are all Batesies! However,
this is something that only unites us for four years
of our lives.or is it?
There are many Bates graduates who view
themselves as Batesies for the rest of their lives.
For them, Bates, its students, and its alumni will
always be a part of their life. The.question for
which 1 was seeking an answer was, how do these
alumni stay involved after graduation? I found
that there are thousands of alumni who remain
engaged with the College by giving their time
and support rather than just their money.
Mike Bosse is one such alum. He gradu¬
ated in the class of 1993 as a philosophy major,
and he is currently President of the Alumni Coun¬
cil. He now practices law in Portland, Maine.
He has been involved with the Alumni Council
since he graduated law school in 1997. He was
recruited to fill an empty spot for the remaining
two years of a three-year term. In 1999 Mike ran
for, and won, the position of Vice-President. He
held that position for 2 years, became President
Ex-Officio for a year in 2001, and is currently
serving his first year as President this year.
The Alumni Council is an organization of
alumni that come together three times each year

to discuss issues facing Bates alumni. It has many
sub-committees that do a great deal of work out¬
side of these formal meetings and make presen¬
tations and suggestions to the Council. The Coun¬
cil speaks for Bates alumni, works very close with
the Office of Alumni Relations, keeps alumni
connected to the College and current students,
and ensures that alumni everywhere retain the
benefits of being a Bates alum.
One program that Mike was excited to share
with me was the Bates Clubs. There are regional
Bates Clubs in most metropolitan areas. If any
Bates graduate moves
to a new area, he or she
will be able to find a lo¬
cal Bates Club. The
Clubs, with the help of
the Alumni Relations
Office, organize several
events throughout the
year for Bates alumni to
get together, knowing
that they all have that
one thing in common:
being a Batesie!
Mike will remain
President of the Alumni
Council through 2003. After that, it will be the
current Vice-President’s turn. That said, Mike is
not about to stop his relationship with Bates be¬
cause he has ran out of places to go in the Alumni
Council hierarchy. He intends to remain very con¬
nected to the campus. Other things Bates alumni
do outside the Council include volunteering for

The Council is also explor¬
ing an attempt to diversify
and expand their numbers
so that the Council can
more accurately represent
groups of Bates graduates
now.”

Smokey Room Talk

An Unruly Assembly
by DOMINICK & MATEO PANGALLO
Opinion Columnists
“Shouldn’t you look for the stud?” I asked,
as my brother haphazardly screwed a shelf bracket
into the wall at the Ronj.
“Nah. It’s only gonna hold soups. What
could possibly go wrong?” He put the shelf onto
the bracket and screwed it all together. 1 grabbed
my coffee and headed to our usual table. Matteo
joined me shortly with his chai.
“You know,” I said, “It was good to go to an
RA meeting again. It’s been over two years since
I’ve been there. 1 forgot how entertaining they
can be.”
“Entertaining?” he scoffed, “Try depressing.”
“What was so depressing about it? Despite
the usual charge that the RA isn’t anything like
the real world of politics, 1 actually saw a lot go¬
ing on that reminded me of politics on the Hill.”
“Like what?”
“Well, take a look at what’s in the news lately.
Trent Lott, the Senate Minority Leader and head
spokesman for the Senate Republicans, has de¬
cided that since Bush’s U.S. Appeals Court nomi¬
nee Charles Pickering was scuttled by the Demo¬
crats, he’s going to block up all kinds of impor¬
tant stuff on the Hill.”
Matteo chimed in, “I heard about that. He’s
moved to block something like $1.5 million in
funds that was supposed to be used to investigate
intelligence failures that led up to the September
11"' attacks.”
“And that’s just the tip of the iceberg. He’s
also blocked several Senate committees from hold¬
ing regular hearings - including a Judiciary Com¬
mittee hearing, an Enron related hearing —”
“—No surprise there,” he added.
“And a hearing on pension reform legisla¬
tion,” I finished.
“Anyway, Pickering’s nomination should
have been sunk, because the man made decisions
based on personal political opinion, and not on
the law. If the Democrats had put up a liberal ju¬
dicial activist, the Republicans would have done
the same thing.”
“Right. And Lott’s especially pissed because
Pickering was his proposal to the Administration.”

the successful Career Development Internship
Program (CDIP) through the Office of Career Ser¬
vices, which allows current students to visit and
work alongside alumni; the alumni network, a
huge directory of alumni open to speaking with
and advising current students; and the class agent
program. The Council is also exploring an at¬
tempt to diversify and expand their numbers so
that the Council can more accurately represent
groups of Bates graduates now not represented;
Mike looks forward to being a part of this move¬
ment as well.
I asked Mike what
advice he would give.a
Bates senior.
What
should they do to stay
connected to Bates? He
suggest looking up a lo¬
cal Bates Club, possibly
becoming a class agent,
and of course, visiting
Bates after graduation!
Above all else,
Mike stressed that stu¬
dents should view them¬
selves as a “Batesie for
the rest of their life.” Its
not just a four-year relationship, he pointed out
several times in our conversation. It sounds to
me like THAT is what he would stress the most.
Some people are starting their alumni con¬
nection early. The Alurpni two student represen¬
tatives each year. One of the two representatives
this year is Mike’s younger sister, senior Kim

“Okay. So, how is this like the RA?”
I took out a large book and dropped it on the
table in front of him. “See this? It’s Robert’s Rules
of Order. Unless you’ve memorized this book,
you can’t say a damn word at the RA meetings.
The time and business is monopolized by parlia¬
mentary nit-picking, which excludes the majority
of the representatives there, because they haven’t
taken the time to read Robert’s cover to cover.”
“Are you blaming the leadership?”
“Not at all. I’m blaming certain elements in
the Assembly that, like Trent Lott, are holding up
real business because of petty, personal politics.”
Matt had picked up Robert’s Rules and was
flipping through the pages, “Petty, personal poli¬
tics at Bates College? You don’t say!”

“See this'? It’s Robert’s
Rules of Order. Unless
you’ve memorized this
book, you can’t say a damn
word at the RA meetings.
“I’m being serious. Graham and his officers
are a fresh, young administration and they have
had a lot of extremely serious stuff to deal with
since they came into office,” I explained, “All of
these disaffected and bitter wanna-be-politicians
in Skelton Lounge each Monday night are doing
all they can to monkey-wrench the proceedings
of the RA.”
“Well,” Matt sighed, “it could just be that
these people have suddenly had a surge of moral
duty and have gone an incredibly anal good-gov¬
ernment campaign.”
1 shook my head, “Rules are meant to help
facilitate debate and make sure that everyone has
a fair chance to be heard. But when access to the
floor is blockaded by a few who have bothered to
memorize that tome of rule in their spare time,
that’s just plain elitism. In fact, that’s the real elit¬
ism of the RA — not the election process, not the
division of representation, but the plugging-up of

debate. The letter of the law killeth’, as the say¬
ing goes.”
“1 must say, this faction is certainly doing an
elegant and efficient job of pinning their messes
on the officers. In The Student, and on the Daily
Jolt on Monday nights, all you hear about is how
the last RA meeting went awry: the absentee-bal¬
lot ‘crisis’, ‘quorum-gate’, the John Galt Press
open forum, the Student Conduct Committee
snafu.”
“All of these things j” 1 emphatically pounded
my fist on the table, “have been constructed!”
He looked at me in silence for a moment.
“Dominick,” he sighed', “are you implying that
there is a conspiracy afibot designed to throw the
RA into chaos?”
“It’s no conspiracy because it’s no secret.
Look at the people behind each of those events
you just listed. Every time the same people have
been throwing the RA meetings off-track over and
over again, whenever the issue at hand looks like
it might not be resolved in their favor.”
“It does sound like they’ve taken lessons in
politics from the esteemed Senator Lott at the
School of Sore-Losers. It’s unfortunate that the rest
of the RA members — who are eager to get some
productive reform work done, given their new free¬
dom from the Surdukowski administration — are
being forced to sit silenf Monday night after Mon¬
day night.”
1 tossed the rest of my drink down and low¬
ered my mug, “The most serious side-effect of this,
of course, is that its going to increase the spread
of apathy and cynicism:: In fact, 1 think it already
has - even amongst the RA’s own membership. 1
don’t know if these petty bickerers have realized
it, but their selfish and irresponsible actions are
casting a dim light over the RA and spoiling its
attempts to regain image with the
rest of the campus.”
We were interrupted by a crash from behind
the counter and the sounds of one of the Ronj
workers cursing. Matteo quickly downed his chai
and grabbed his coat.
“Call me John Galt,” he said, “but I’m not
going to stick around to take the blame for this.
I’ll see you later.”
As he hurried out the back door I shook my
head and sighed to myself. “This never gets old
ever.”
Visit us online at www.SmokeyRoomTalk.com.
Listen to the Smokey Room Talk Show on WRBC,
91.5fm every Wednesday; from 8am-10am, and
yell at us. This week on the show: interviews with
a smattering of the 2nd Congressional District
Democratic candidates. Listen, and be heard!

Bosse. After winning New England’s Golden
Globes boxing championship, and serving as a Jun¬
ior Advisor last year, she began some
new and different projects this year. Her devotion
to the college and the community is impressive.
Kim, along with Christian Nauvel ’02, rep¬
resents the student body in the Alumni Council.
She works with a team, which includes her
brother Mike, in order to strengthen the links ty¬
ing Bates students with alumni. Specifically, Kim
directs her efforts to educate and raise awareness
on our campus about the importance of a solid,
life-long relationship with the College.
One of the reasons that compelled Kim to
join the council was her need to “change the in¬
timidation factor.” She considers there to be a
clear mark separating students and alumni, and it
is one that can be very limiting. But she acknowl¬
edges that initiatives like hers prove to be tre¬
mendously effective. Kim is involved with the
OCS Jumpstart program for seniors, as well as
with a program that connects traveling students
with Bates alumni who are living abroad. In fact,
the Alumni Council team has recently exceeded
its own expectations more than once.
The complex tasks that the Alumni Council
members perform at Bates are exemplary. As
Kim argues: “you never think about those things;
about those things that make Bates what it is.”
The Bosse legacy is clear evidence of the advan¬
tages obtained when different generations work
together. Indeed, Kim says that: “Mike and I defi¬
nitely have a bond because of Bates.”
After graduation, Kim is bound to Sub-Sa¬
haran Africa. She will join Peacecorps in Au¬
gust, a program devoted to coordinating women
and teenagers in a campaign to fight against HIV.
She will forever remain loyal to Bates however,
especially in the quest to improve the ways in
which Bates interacts with the Lewiston-Auburn
community.

Digitz...
$44.38
Compounded interest
since February 1st that
could have been earned by
the College had the Bates
College Republicans not
ran up a $7100 debt.

91.12
Percent chance that either
Duke or Cincinnati would
make the Final 4 according
to teamrankings.com.
Neither even made the
Elite 8.

9
Inches of snow we’ve got¬
ten this week, the first
week of Spring.

82
Temperature in Key West
Florida. Spring Break
anyone?

30,513
Days since the Boston Red
Sox last won a deciding
World Series game
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Short Plays Democrat Congressional Deansmen
Advance
In Time For Candidates To Debate
In Singing
Stress Relief
Competition
Debate, from page 1

by DAVID WELIVER
NEWS EDITOR

The Robinson Players are hosting a festival
of one-act plays this week. The performances
began Monday night and will continue Wednes¬
day and Thursday nights at 8 p.m. in Gannett
Theatre.
The festival features four one-act plays, each
directed by a different Bates student. One play,
Offspring is both written and directed by sopho¬
more Jeff Levinson. The play deals with a man
struggling to invent a robot and raise a daughter
simultaneously.
The festival also includes Overtones, directed
by junior Leslie Hurd; Baby with the Bathwater,
directed by sophomore Charlie Henry, and Fore¬
play, or the Art of the Fugue, directed by firsstyears Aliz Liiv and Jocelyn Davies.
The festival is co-produced by Amy
Hempstead and Rachael Madden-Connor. “We
all lead busy lives,” Connor said, “so the festival
is a great opportunity to see some short plays and
have a good laugh.”
Connor went on to praise the plays. ‘The plays
are funny as hell. I was cracking up during the
read-throughs.”
Connor also said that one play, Baby with the
Bathwater, could turn out to be controversial as
it deals with transgender issues. “Some people
have issues with the play, 1 don’t.”
Three plays will be performed on each night
so that over the course of three nights each play
will have been performed twice. The plays will
last between 15 minutes and a half an hour, and
admission is free to all.
The Robinson Players are Bates’ student the¬
atre group. According to Hempstead, the one-act
festival allows members of the Bates community
to get involved with theatre without the rigorous
demands and commitments of a large production.

Handrahan grew up in the Farmington area and
worked her way through college (she has a doc¬
torate from the London School of Economics and
Political Science). An international development
and human rights expert, she is an adjunct fac¬
ulty member at American University’s School of
International Service, in Washington. Her propos¬
als for the House include a partial loan repay¬
ment program for Maine students educated out
of state if they return to the 2nd District for two
years of public service or entrepreneurial work.
Susan Longley, Unity. The daughter of Gov.
James Longley, Longley is a public-interest law¬
yer, an adjunct professor at Unity College and is
in her fourth term as state senator for Republi¬
can-leaning District 11. She chaired the Judiciary
Committee for two terms and currently chairs the
Health and Human Service Committee, where she
initiated Maine’s Cub Care legislation and Start
ME Right to expand health and child care to chil¬
dren of working families. She is known for her
innovative approaches to problems and for reach¬
ing consensus across party lines and between the
private and public sectors. The Wall Street Jour-

nal cited Longley’s “ability to frame child-care
issues as central economic issues.”
Michael H. Michaud, East Millinocket.
Michaud served as Maine’s Senate president un¬
der the power-sharing arrangement that resulted
from that body’s first-ever partisan tie. Employed
at the paper mill where his father and grandfa¬
ther worked, he is strongly pro-labor. Michaud
served seven consecutive terms in the Maine
House of Representatives and is now in his fourth
Senate term representing one of the most Repub¬
lican districts in the state. His legislative record
is distinguished by an emphasis on fiscal account¬
ability, economic development and children’s
health coverage.
John Nutting, Leeds. A third-generation dairy
farmer and 12-year state legislator, currently rep¬
resenting state Senate District 20, Nutting is
known for a work ethic that typically has him
preceding a full day at the State House with early
chores at his family farm, Androscoggin Holsteins
(named Oakhurst Dairy’s Producer of the Year
in 2000). As a Maine lawmaker, Nutting has spon¬
sored five first-in-the-nation environmental bills
and supported reform in education funding and
the Workers’ Compensation system.

Student Center Architect
Selection Begun; Six Candidates
To Visit In April
Center, from page 1
cess of reviewing the 40 responses it received.
The POG, through the utilization of a consensus
decision-making model, will narrow the list of
responding architects down to approximately
five. With the list narrowed these architects will
be invited to Bates College and will give campus
presentations.
The goal is for the Bates community, students,
faculty, and staff to attend and to provide feed¬
back about these architects. The purpose of this

is for our community to wisely choose the most
appropriate architect for a central gathering space
on our college’s campus. The building is expected
to open August 26, 2006 (a good reason for next
year’s class to join the honorable five-year club).
Although the dates have yet to be confirmed,
the near-final round of architects will be visiting
the college campus during the second week of
short-term. More information will be provided
in a future issues of The Student, but in the mean¬
time, look for posters announcing the architects’
presentations in April.

CAMPUS DRUG USE RAISES CONCERNS
Drugs, from page 1
stances may be coming with it. As example
McGee explained that out of four samples of
marijuana, one could contain LSD, another
heroin, and another PCP, and there is no way to
distinguish one from the other, or one from the
fourth pure sample, without ingesting the drugs.
McGee said that upon ingestion, nothing can be
done to reverse the drug’s effects.

sideration to the possible effects of the new drugs
they concoct. If users come back enthusiastically
for more, the chemist knows he has a hit—if sev¬
eral users overdose on one dose of the drug, the
chemist reconsiders the formula.
Even in its pure form, ecstasy can be lethal.
McGee emphasized that he does not want to give
a “thou shall not” message, but is rethinking about
his strategy when it comes to ecstasy. “A lot of
people make bad decisions when they’re 17, 18,
19, or 20, and come out of it okay. 1 believe that

Designer Drugs A New Concern

no matter how much discouraging information
is available, people are still going to use sub¬
stances. If they do, he wants them to at least know
what they are doing to their bodies and how to
minimize their risk.
“If people do choose to use, there should be
somebody designated to stay straight and sober.
There has to be at least one rational thinker in the
group. The buddy-system is even better.”
Even when describing how people can mini¬
mize their risk when using drugs, McGee kept
emphasizing how dangerous an activity drug-use is. “It’s a
crapshoot,” he said. “Even if the
last time was great, you can’t guar¬
antee if what you got last time is
going to be the same.”
McGee said its important for
people to realize the enormous role
drugs and alcohol play in other dan¬
gerous situations such as sexual as¬
saults and motor vehicle accidents.
McGee urges people to inform themselves, but
to be careful where they get their information.
‘There’s a lot of false information on the web,
whether it be High Times or other sites."
McGee and other counselors are available for
free, confidential appointments through the
Health Center. McGee typically puts on a public
talk about the dangers of drug use, but this year’s
seminar was cancelled due to circumstances at
the time.
While McGee loves to teach, he admits that
at his talks, “the people who seem to attend are
the ones who probably don’t need to be there. I
want the consumers to come out. Talk to me.”

A man who regularly treats convicted
felons and mentally sick war veterans,
McGee is frightened by the drug abuse
he sees on this elite College campus.

While marijuana use has always
been a common concern among stu¬
dents, McGee points to a new set of
dangerous drugs rapidly gaining
popularity. So-called “designer
drugs,” (drugs created artificially to
produce a desired effect,) are becom¬
ing readily available across the coun¬
try.
McGee’s grave concern stems from the fact
that unlike many conventional drugs, designer
drugs can be deadly in just one dose. Addition¬
ally, after taking only a few doses users of these
drugs begin to experience irreversible brain dam¬
age.
While the most popular designer drug on the
market is ecstasy, McGee says many similar sub¬
stances are always on the market. “Anybody with
a Master’s in chemistry can make this stuff, and
what’s worse, they can make similar drugs that
aren’t yet illegal because they only have a slightly
different chemical composition.”
McGee said that drug-makers give no con¬

bad judgement leads to good judgement, but with
ecstasy, you may not get that second chance.”
In addition to having the potential to kill, even
minimal ecstasy use can cause permanent dam¬
age to seratonin levels in the brain. Seratonin is a
brain chemical responsible for pleasurable sen¬
sations and good moods and depletion can cause
chronic depression.
The Informed Consumer
While Dale McGee has spent his career deal¬
ing with the destructive and often tragic conse¬
quences of drug and alcohol use, he realizes that

by CHIP MEANS
STAFF WRITER
On Saturday, March 9"', the Bates Deansmen
competed in the International Championship of
Collegiate A Cappella. The Deansmen won first
place in the competition, which included three
other a cappella groups.
The event was held at the Lewiston Middle
School. The Bates Merrimanders competed as
well, and received an award for “Best Ensemble
Performance,” but did not qualify for semifinals.
Other groups were the UNH Alabaster Blue and
the Harvard Callbacks. A Colby ensemble hosted
the event and sang during intermissions and judg¬
ing.
Currently, the Deansmen consists of Matt
Royles, Ian Jones, Mark Prelli, Ben Peck, Jack
Salley, Andy Whitaker, Mike Silvers, John
Croteau, Peter Pawlick, Dave Charron, Jeff
Bolduc, Matt Scheck and Kristjan Magnusson.
This year’s ensemble has seen much success lo¬
cally, and are now recognized as one of New
England’s top all male collegiate a cappella
groups.
The Deansmen performed four cover songs,
most of which have been Deansmen staple songs
for several years. These included “Candyman”
by Vertical Horizon, “September” by Earth, Wind
and Fire, “Pinball Wizard” by the Who, and
Michael Jackson’s “Thriller.” The lattermost
proved tO'-beThe biggest crowd pleaser. The
award for best soloist was given to lan Jones, ’04,
who performed Jackson’s lead part in the song.
Jones remarked that he was “pleasantly surprised
by the award.” Veteran Deansman Lucas Introne
was awarded the runner-up prize for “Best Ar¬
rangement” for his prior work with ‘Thriller.”
When asked what contributed to the big win,
Jones said, “We had the home court advantage
and we were really well-prepared, but we also
just had a blast. We owe a lot to the college and
to the audience for the support they showed. The
crowd pumped us up right from the start.”
Harvard was the group to beat in this compe¬
tition, as there was much talk of their previous
success as finalists. But when it came down to
it, the content of the performances became cru¬
cial. The Deansmen offered fun, earnest and ap¬
proachable songs, whereas Harvard’s material
became a weakness for them. ‘They were really
good, but I think they just picked the wrong
songs,” said Deansman Peter Pawlick, ’05.
Deansmen music director Mike Silvers, ’04, said
that most of Harvard’s numbers were compli¬
cated, slow and difficult to manage live. Some
material was even a little too tongue-in-cheek.
When the Callbacks asked, “Where’s the party
at? Where’s the Bacardi at?” the humor was well
received but did not contribute promising and
impressive content to their performance.
Having won at the quarterfinal round, the
Deansmen spent last weekend at Boston Univer¬
sity competing in the semifinals. This time there
were six groups. The American groups included
the Harvard Callbacks, the Skidmore Dynamics,
and the Brandeis Starving Artists. The Canadian
groups consisted of McGill Total Ecstasy and
Lionel Groove. The Bates Deansmen did not
place in this round, which as a whole was much
different than the Lewiston competition. Silvers
said, “They weren’t very hospitable at BU,
whereas in Lewiston, they gave us a meal and
had a party afterwards. In Boston, it was like,
‘Alright, get here, sing, lose, leave.’” Whitaker
added, “We had a lot of fun, as always, and I think
we performed well. The audience was really into
it, which is most important.” Jones, who felt the
See Deansmen, page 7
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College Key Inducts New Members

United States To Train Afghan Army
The Pentagon said earlier this week that the
United States will begin a one-year training pro¬
gram to help develop the skills of a newly-cre¬
ated Afghan national army.
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld has ap¬
proved the proposal, which has taken on greater
urgency in the time since the Taliban was ousted
from power and replaced by a regime promis¬
ing democracy.
America’s plan is to train a “cadre” of Af¬
ghans who can become officers and enlisted per¬
sonnel. They will then, in turn, train thousands
of others.
U.S. officials say they believe a national
army is essential to Afghanistan’s long-term se¬

curity, in efforts to make country less support¬
ive of terrorists, many of whom in the past have
been able to set up camp there.
The national army, with a centralized com¬
mand structure, is intended to replace the “war¬
lord” system of power, which has ruled Afghani¬
stan for generations.
Such a shift could prove challenging. As one
senior Defense official said, “You are asking a
warlord to turn over his soldiers... that is a tough
thing for them to do.”
Sources say the U.S. will provide very ba¬
sic training, including leadership skills, the con¬
duct of soldiers and possibly some weapons
training.

Binge Drinking On The Rise At Women’s Colleges
The rate of binge drinking among U.S. col¬
lege students in 2001 remained at the same el¬
evated level as eight years ago, except at all¬
women’s schools where excessive drinking
spiked 33 percent, according to a study released
on Monday.
The study by researchers at the Harvard Uni¬
versity School of Public Health classified 44
percent of U.S. college students as binge drink¬
ers. The results appear in the March issue of
the Journal of American College Health and
were similar to previous studies in 1993, 1997
and 1999.
Despite positive trends such as more stu¬
dents living in substance-free housing and lower
sorority and fraternity membership, the drink¬
ing on U.S. campuses is still excessive, said
Henry Wechsler, the study’s principal investi¬
gator.
“If you are a traditional college student and
you drink, the odds are seven in 10 that you are
a binge drinker,” Wechsler said.
Binge drinkers are defined as men who had

five or more—or women who had fo.ur or more
— drinks in a row at least once in the two weeks
before students completed the questionnaire.
Frequent binge drinkers have consumed these
amounts at least three times in the previous two
weeks.
Despite flat national trends in overall binge
drinking, the number of binge drinkers at all¬
women’s schools surged to 32 percent in 2001,
compared with 24 percent in 1993, increasing
by a third, the study said. The frequent binge
drinking at all-women’s schools more than
doubled to 12 percent, compared with 5 per¬
cent.
“Although women at all-women’s colleges
still drink considerably less than women at coed
schools, this finding could be an important shift
among female students at these colleges,”
Wechsler said. “Our previous surveys found
that attending college at an all women’s school
was very protective. That seems to be less so
now.”

After Wildfires Destroy Homes, Firefighters Move In
Dropping winds and cooler temperatures
helped firefighters contain five New Mexico
wildfires on Monday, including a blaze that de¬
stroyed 28 homes in a mountain neighborhood
over the weekend.
Winds over 50 mph had pushed flames
through subdivisions of mixed vacation and
year-round homes near Ruidoso, New Mexico,
about 190 miles southeast of Albuquerque.
But the 800-acre Kokopelli fire was 60 per¬
cent contained on Monday, said Tom Gorman,
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information officer for the state emergency op¬
eration.
A cold front with winds in the 10-15 mph
km) range helped slow flames as fire crews us¬
ing bulldozers cleared away brush and trees to
create firebreaks ahead of the blaze.
As many as 1,300 people were evacuated
over the weekend and many were back on the
scene on Monday, picking through ashes and
blackened foundations, all that remained of
homes priced as much as $250,000.

New members from the Class of 2002:

Diana Shaghayegh Sepheri
Justin David Stebbins
Volkan Yildiran Stoldolsky
Tonya Michelle Taylor
Edward Lucious Walker
Sarah Brewer Williamson
Sarah Suzanne Wilson

Rachel Susan Beckhardt
Jenny Elsa Blau
Kimberly Rose Bosse
William Matthews Coghlan
Simon Delekta
Katherine Flora Dockery
Susannah Maria Fox
Nissa Courtney Fox
Rebecca Jane Hakala
Geoffrey Thomas Hart
Whitman Lee Holt
TrungTrong Huynh
Benjamin Hunter Jackson
Abdelfetah Jibril
Khurram Shams Khan
Stephanie Lynn Lampe
John Daniel Lichtman
Adelle Christian Lilly
Christopher Louis Mabbett
John Jesse Minor
Matthew Moulis
Christian Jacques Nauvel
Daniel Wallace Neumann
James Graham Peyster
Robert Paul Gotthard Ruttmann
Jaime Robert Sawler
Elizabeth Jane Schliftman.

Current members from the Class of 2002:
Ngan Vu Trang Dinh
William Joseph Hart
Katherine Anne Reinhalter
Jason Michael Surdukowski
New members from the class of 2003:
Smadar Bakovic
Dominick Salvatore Pangallo
Matteo Antonio Pangallo
Erin Audra Russ
The College Key is an honors society that
recognizes academic achievement with an em¬
phasis on service to the campus and commu¬
nity. Faculty members nominate seniors and a
handful of juniors for Key membership and the
nominees are voted upon by a board of current
members.

Deansmen Sing Around
Deansmen, from page 6
ing in the semifinals rewarded styles of music
and performance that the Deansmen are not par¬
ticularly fond of, admitted “The Skidmore
group was awesome, and they deserved to win.
They had amazing solos.” He added, “1 just felt
like there was some really cheesy, melodramatic
stuff that we as a group have chosen not to in¬
clude in our performances. I don’t mean to sound
bitter or negative. It was a great time, and if any¬
thing the events of the past few weeks have made
us a much stronger group.” It should also be noted
that the Deansmen were the only all male per¬
formers at the semifinal round, which perpetu¬
ates their standing as one of the only male colle¬

giate a cappella forces to be reckoned with in the
northeast.
The Deansmen will be spending their April
vacation in Iceland this year. Andy Whitaker,
’04, said, “We’re going to be on National televi¬
sion and radio, and we’re going to perform in the
largest hall in the country, which is in Reykjavik.”
The trip was conceived and arranged by
Magnusson, a native of Iceland.
Other future endeavors for the Bates
Deansmen include a possible trip to the record¬
ing studio. Silvers also said, “We hope to record
at least two tracks for a professional recording
by the end of the school year.”

GOT NEWS?
Writers are always needed, call x 7494 or e-mail dweliver@bates.edu

Sources: CNN, Reuters
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FLAGSHIP CINEMAS 10
LEWISTON

Wednesday Nights
Put Your
Student ID
to good
use!

Promenade Mall, Lisbon St.

777-5010

www. flagshipcinemas. com
Featuring Stadium Seating & Digital Sound
MOVIE TITLE
40 DAYS AND 40 NIGHTS
BLADE II
ICE AGE
E.T.
DRAGONFLY
I AM SAM
JOHN Q
MONSTER’S BALL
SNOW DOGS
RESIDENT EVIL
SHOWTIME
SORORITY BOYS
THE TIME MACHINE
WE WERE SOLDIERS

RATING

SHOW TIMES

R
PC
PG
PG
PG13
PG13
PG13
R
PG
R
PG-13
R
PG13

1:30
12:05
12:15

R

1:00

12:00

2:25
2:15
2:30
4:10

4:45
4:15
5:00

3:55
4:05

7;15
7:00
7:30
7:05
6:55
7:05

9:35
9:05
9:55
9:20
9:40

1:20

12:25
12:40
12:20
12:10

4:50

7:20

3:00
2:45
2:20
4:00

5:05
5:15
4:30

7:25
7:35
7:10
6:50

Specially Priced
Margaritas
And

9:25
2:35

You are invited to Margaritas every
Wednesday Night for College Night where
your valid College IP privileges you to:

9:45
9:30
9:50
9:20
9:35

Two for One Mexican
EHiT

fffi

A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole

838 Lisbon Street * Lewiston • 782-6038
$ Must have valid college IS to receive discount. Sowe restrictions apply, please ask your server.
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QUESTION ON THE QUAD
WHAT SHOCKED YOU MOST AT LICKIT?

Whitman Holt
Adam Thomas ‘02

Whitman Holt

Katherine Long ‘02

Has Anyone Said
Whitman Holt Yet?

FIREMEN?!

Matt Szlachetka ‘02

John Scott Johnson,
Sara Kravitz, 04

Reporting and Photography By Chrissy Dove and Dan Neumann

THE
The Newspaper of Bates College Since 1873

Is Now Accepting Applications For The Position Of Editor-InChief For The 2002-2003 School Year
If interested, please e-mail your completed information to both Dan Neumann
(dneumann@bates.edu) and Will Coghlan (wcoghlan@bates.edu)
1. Name
2. Year of graduation
3. Journalism experience
4. Experience at the Student
5. Work experience
6. Other extra-curricular experience
7. Why you would be a good Editor-In-Chief
8. What changes you would make to the Student
9. Any other relevant information you would like to share
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THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT GALA
by KIM BOSSE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Saturday night brought one of the last and most
awaited annual events: the Gala. Students, professors,
and friends strolled into the Gray Cage to be welcomed
by a dazzling display of energy, lights, food, and mu¬
sic. Employees of the College worked around the clock
to put together a beautiful array of decorations, from
the detailed bridge ensemble that held the tree of thanks
to the ice sculpture of the bobcat, potted flowers, and
white lights overhead. All the details were part of the
Gray Cage’s transformation from “the Cage” into an
atmosphere of elegance. The final component of the
equation was the people. Friends and professors joined
the students to make the Gala the most highly attended
campus- wide party of the year.
Everyone was dressed to impress, a good excuse to
get out of those college-issued sweats and into some¬
thing nice. People wandered through the crowds of Gray
Cage and Alumni with paper plate and fork in hand taste¬
testing the likes of escargot, sage chicken, and various
chocolate delicacies. No matter in which room you
chose to mingle and dance, whether you preferred the
Bates Jazz Band, The Count Basie Orchestra, or An¬
them, the jazzy and reggae sounds were invitations mak¬
ing just about everyone get on the dance floor. Some
people spent most of their time standing on the out¬
skirts of the dance floor sipping punch and people watch¬
ing. But word has it that everyone, including Professor
Michael Sargent and his infamous jig, made an appear¬
ance on the floor. As the lights were turned on, the
bands stopped, and the students trickled out, the night
was marked a success by all. Everyone thoroughly en¬
joyed and appreciated the Gala and all of the hard work
that contributed to its mystique.
As the year winds down, seniors begin to have “last
times” at Bates. As I hung up my dress, I realized that
Saturday night was the last time for a while that I would
have an excuse to slip into a gown and take two hours
to fix my hair; it was the last Bates Gala for us, seniors,
and it was the last Bates Gala for President Harward.
Students wrote their final words to the President and
hung them on the tree of thanks. Every year, President
Harward funds the All-College Gala and every year it
seems to get better. Or maybe as I grow older and more
mature in my time at Bates, I realize how wonderful
these events really are. Our time with each other and
with Bates is growing shorter and it will all end in a
couple infinitesimal months. Events like the Gala are
what help me remember that Bates is such an amazing
place made up of amazing people. I am also reminded
of how much I will miss my time here. The Gala marks
the first major event of many that will lead the Class of
2002 and President Harward to say their'final goodbyes
to Bates.

Chrissy Dove/The Bates Student

Top Photo: (From left to right)
Seniors Sudha Gollapudi, Meg
Nakamura, Dan Neumann,
Michaela Tiffany, and Ryan
Fitzgerald on the dancefloor
enjoying the Count Basie
Orchestra.

Right Photo: The tree of thanks
containing thank you’s and
memories of President
Harward by members of the
college community. The leaves
were at every place setting and
in the invitations that went out
to the community.
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Lick-It: A Unique View Of Students
by KATE MARSHALL
FEATURES EDITOR

You could say that this past weekend
was all about decadence and fashion.
While Nicole Kidman’s tailor made last
minute adjustments to her Oscar gown,
women across the campus squeezed into
Junior Prom dresses for Gala. With seem¬
ingly equal zeal, Bates students prepared
for Friday’s Lick It, OUTfront’s annual
Gala-weekend dance. Yet at this infamous
party, it’s not what you wear, but what you
do not that matters!
Lick It truly lives up to its motto: Cloth¬

ing Optional. This dance is about being
sexually provocative, while getting down
and dirty at the same time. Hordes of
drunken, barely clad individuals packed
into Skelton and Hirasawa lounges to par¬
take in the dissipation. Envision the sight
of strategically affixed socks, plastic saran wrapped bodies, and an unhealthy dos¬
age of exposed thongs amid the sweaty
crowd. Blaring pop and techno only fur¬
ther provided a conducive beat for this
excessive display of body groping. All
fully dressed attendees seemed like voy¬
eurs, willing to shell out five bucks for the

public peep show.
The mid-dance fire alarm was particu¬
larly memorable, sending hundreds of
nude partygoers out into the frigid night.
A frozen mass of bodies formed outside
of Chase, eagerly awaiting the return to
the dance floor. In the words of one stu¬
dent, wearing nothing but a six-inch long
loincloth, “I can’t feel my legs! Where
are my pants?” However, students soon
found creative ways to combat the cold: a
spontaneous chant of “Yankees Suck”
erupted; likewise, more groping ‘for
warmth’ incurred.

After the fifteen-minute hiatus, students
were permitted to reenter Chase. Although
many had already abandoned the prospect
of reentry and headed elsewhere for the
night, the second round of Lick It proved
to be as fervent and nasty as the start.
There is a population at Bates who feel
that Lick It is inappropriate, reflecting
poorly upon the College. In response to
such criticisms, another naked anonymous
individual commented, “This stuff is only
normal at other schools. Bates should Lick
Me every weekend!”
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Sunday River Brewing
Company: Burgers and Brews
by ADAM STERN
STAFF DRUNK
Once again another weekend has come and
gone on our fine campus...and what a week¬
end it was with Lick-it on Friday, Gala on
Saturday and the Oscars on Sunday. For the
skiers out there including myself, the twenty
inches of new snow at Sunday River was a
godsend and made for some sweet mid-win¬
ter conditions. As a result of the snow, and
slaving over thesis day and night all last week,
I decided to take a “Day of Adam,” and hit
the slopes on Friday with two other friends.
Some of you skied on Thursday after the
dump, and experienced Shangri-La with fresh
powder, warm temps, and no lift lines. Fri¬
day was still bliss but quite frigid. After an
insane day of skiing, it was necessary for us
to grab a brew, as it was a tradition. We de¬
cided to stop at the Sunday River Brewing
Company three miles from the mountain to
warm up, and as a result this will be the fea¬
ture of this week’s review.
Now if you read the column two weeks
ago, our intent at Theo’s Pub was to go for
just one or two pints. That plan failed miser¬
ably as one beer lead to multiple. However,
this time would be different (well for the most
part). Like last time, we decided to consume
a pint or two and then hit the road. Well, that
plan worked, but we ended up having dinner

there instead of just some beers. So, this week
you get a food and drink critique!
The Sunday River Brewing Company is
part of Stone Coast Brewing based in Port¬
land. It opened up in December of 1992, and

Quantitative analysis:
Taste: I I I I Quite smooth and as al¬
ways delicious. A very crisp brew with an
excellent malt and roasted nut backbone.
Texture: I I I I Nice amber copper
color. Moderate carbonation with a dry and
pleasant finish and decent head.
Bouquet: I I I I I It is a little fruity
yet malty with a hint of cocoa.
Drinkabilty: I I I I I Immaculate
drinkability. It’s smoothness and crispness is
remarkable which makes consumption very
easy.
Buzz Factor: I I I I I By now you
should know the pharmacodynamics of alco¬
hol!
Price: III Around 6 bucks or so for a
six-pack or $3.50 a pint.
more than a million pints of over twenty dif¬
ferent recipes have been served. When you
first walk in the door you are greeted by large

In Defense of Flirting
Every Bates Student Can Use Pointers
by JENNIFER ANDERSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
So once again 1 had an amazing
time at Gala, and I have to tell you:
Batesies clean up well! Guys, I can’t
get enough of the shirt-and-tie look—
it gets me every time. And girls, the
dresses this year were lovely with al¬
most no repeats (special props go out
to a sweet pink two-piece ensemble
and a retro black strapless).
But anyway, at one point during
the evening I was chatting with a
friend of mine about crushes and he
informed me that he’d decided not to
flirt with his current crush since he
considers flirting to be cheating. I
didn’t know what to say. So this is
the reason why so many Batesies at¬
tend (or don’t attend) Gala dateless!
I cannot stress how important it is to
flirt. I mean, it was invented as a way
to get your crush to notice you with¬
out just coming right out and blurting
something embarrassing and unintel¬
ligible. Maybe a lot of you are under
the impression that flirting is a diffi¬
cult skill—like contortionism. But
you don’t have to be able to link your
ankles behind your head to be a good
flirt. What you really need is a healthy
dose of self-confidence and lots of
practice!
I separate flirting into three cat¬
egories. The first is Sandbox Flirt¬
ing. This is one you should all be fa¬
miliar with since we were all (during
at least one recess) the kindergartner
who threw sand or the one at whom it
was thrown. Sandbox Flirting is, by
definition, completely juvenile; it in¬
volves such behavior as pushing,
nudging, elbowing, and tickling. Ba¬
sically it’s an excuse to touch another
person,- It’s easy-toexecute and-fair 1-yeffective since the receiver can’t help

but notice the, well, “attention”.
The second technique is Denial Flirt¬
ing. I gave it this name because I’ve no¬
ticed that people who still haven’t ad¬
mitted to themselves that they have a
crush on someone will use this technique
as if it weren’t completely transparent.
Denial Flirting is vaguely similar to
Sandbox Flirting except that it requires
the flirter to act as if s/he does not even
like to be near the receiver. Often this
involves name-calling coupled with
elaborate displays of hatred. This tech¬
nique is effective most often when there
is chemistry between the two people that
just needs a spark to get the flame go¬
ing. I do, however, caution that it should
not be used excessively. Take action or
move on to another technique after a
while or else the whole “I-don’t-likeyou” routine becomes too convincing to
ignore.
Finally, the third and most difficult
technique 1 call Charm Flirting. Just
imagine the way Prince Charming must
have swept Cinderella off her feet and
you get the idea. We’re talking lots of
smiles, compliments, adoring glances
and so on. It’s risky because, well, it’s
more obvious than the other two tech¬
niques. But it’s also more effective be¬
cause it’s more obvious. Sometimes
lacking subtlety is a good thing.
No matter how well you execute any
of these three techniques one thing is cer¬
tain: the receiver will be totally flattered
by the attention. And that’s the whole
point really, paying special attention to
someone you think is extra special.
And let’s not forget the best part: it’s
fun! So don’t even try to give me the
old “I can’t flirt” excuse. You did it
on the playground and you can do it
now. It’s like riding a bike. So for all
you shy Batesies out there: it’s time to
' get back on and ride.

stainless-steel tanks that are visible through
large glass windows. Taken from their
website, this sums up the fine establishment:
“From the brew house to the serving tanks,
Sunday River Brewing’s ales are pumped di¬
rectly to the upstairs taps providing the fresh¬
est beers around. The pub area at Sunday
River is designed for enjoyment year round
with a stone fireplace for snug aprfes ski re¬
laxation and an outdoor patio for enjoying
Maine Summer nights. A full menu of Ameri¬
can fare with brewpub flair is available in the
pub as well as in a smoke-free casual dining
area.” Kudos to www.stonecoast.com.
Yes, it was a great experience. The menu
contained the basic pub food essentials includ¬
ing chicken tenders, mozzarella sticks, onion
rings, fries, nachos, and of course hot wings
in two varieties (Hot and Atomic). I had the
atomic wings a few years ago, and I love spicy
food, but damn it was like a nuke went off in
my mouth! They also had the full grill menu
of steaks, burgers, and chicken. They also had
sandwiches, salads, and best of all Chile in a
bread bowl as a special! We decided to be un¬
original and we each snagged the burgers.
They weren’t too bad, but mine was over¬
cooked and they appeared to be pre-made pat¬
ties that were larger than the ones served in
Commons. We were a little disappointed, but
fortunately the beers took care of that. We did
see and smell some tasty looking entrees, and
perhaps the burgers aren’t their specialty.
Ok, now to the beer! Sunday River brew¬
ing Company serves a variety of six beers on
tap. They also have a sampler where you can
try each beer in three-ounce glasses...very
chill. Well, I originally hadn’t thought of do¬
ing a review for Sunday River, so I did not
purchase the sampler while we were there.

Yes, I'know I dropped the ball yet again! The
selection includes Pyrite Golden, 420 IPA (al¬
ready reviewed), Sunday River Alt, Redstone
Red Ale, Black Bear Porter, and a seasonal
special brown Ale. 1 decided to have the Sun¬
day River Alt, and hence this will be the beer
of choice for the review. Giddy-up!
Qualitative Experience:
Sunday River Alt is definitely a well-bal¬
anced brew. It is smooth and crisp and has a
deep amber color, and a decent head, with just
the right percentage of carbonation. The brew
is somewhat malty, and boasts a nice fruity
aroma as well as a splash of cocoa. In addi¬
tion, there is a roasty and nutty taste that
complements the floral touch nicely. It is has
a dry finish with little aftertaste, which makes
drinking this brew so damn easy. Upon my
first sip and swallow, this beer intrigued me
as it had a unique taste. I think it was the
smooth finish and the full malty mouth feel
with toasted notes that did it for me! The other
beer that I sampled was their Pyrite Golden.
It was a light brew that contained a hint of
wheat with a crisp hoppiness. While a decent
brew, I enjoyed the Alt much more.
So if you’re on your way back to Bates
after a dope day of skiing or riding, check out
Sunday River Brewing Company. After all, it
would be a sin not to have a drink after a long
day on the slopes. While our burgers were not
the best, they weren’t too bad, so don’t rule
this place out just yet and try the Atomic
Wings! Another recommendation: Get there
early! After 5 pm especially on weekends it

See BEER, page 12
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Music Reviews
Euro-Group Mrs. Skannotto
Kings Of Releases New
Album
Convenience
by DAVE BRUSIE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
I hate to be the jerk who talks only of their
abroad experience-so far, I swear that hasn’t
been me-but it seems appropriate to preface
this review by writing about hearing Kings
of Convenience when I was in London.
Morning radio in London is somewhat
similar to American morning radio: there are
trivia questions, overeager DJs and the ubiq¬
uitous pop hits. It was a refreshing surprise,
then, to hear the subdued charms of “Toxic
Girl” amidst US trash like Papa Roach and
Li’I Bow Wow. Its conciseness and prettiness
abruptly halted my morning routine, simply
because, as the credo of abroad travel goes,
That Wouldn’t Happen Here.
This is all to imply that Kings of Conve¬
nience are (to repeat another credo, this time
the unmentionable rock snobbery motto) Big
in Europe. And there is something undeniably
European about them-although they are from
Norway, this isn’t obvious right away. It’s
something about their attention to detail, their
delight in the unsaid, and that look they’re
giving on the cover that makes you feel like
you’re not as good as them. No wonder it
reminds me so much of London. But I di¬
gress.
Their first album, the tongue-in-cheekily
titled Quiet Is the New Loud, is an exercise in
maximizing minimalism to one’s advantage.
A few songs into the disc, you forget that al¬
most the entire instrumentation here is by two
guitars; the vocals and the songs provide
motifs by themselves and take center stage.
“Winning a Battle, Losing the War” is the
album’s perfect opener, a lament about mas¬
ochistic love. The song is an encapsulation
of Quiet Is the New Loud as a whole: there is
cynicism carefully checked by a slight opti¬
mism. The song’s refrain, a pained “The sun
sets on the war/the day breaks and everything
is new”, is an unsettling and hopeful look
ahead. Hopeful because it’s a new day, and
unsettling because, well, it’s a new day.
It is this pride in the matter-of-fact that
makes Quiet Is the New Loud work so well.
“Toxic Girl” is the record’s highlight, and not
solely for sentimental reasons. It is certainly
the most upbeat-sounding song on the album,
but its lyrics are a bitter response to rejection
to which most of us can relate: “She’s intoxi¬
cated by herself, everyday she’s seen with
someone else, and every night she kisses
someone you- never you.” The important as¬
pect of “Toxic Girl” is that the word “me” is
not used once. It’s that universal “you” that
includes in the listener, so it never comes
across as self-flagellating whining.
How, might you ask, can two Scandina¬
vian indie boys make an album consisting
only of two guitars, piano and their own sad
voices and not sound like they’re staring at
their feet the whole time? Quiet Is the New
Loud, in fact, never quite reaches the level of
depression one would expect from the over¬
all set-up. When it starts to slow down, the
Kings have placed some kind of upper as its
follower. “Leaning Against the Wall” is such
a case. It sounds like a cross between “The
Girl From Ipa Nima” arid any Belle and
Sebastian song, and it completely wins you
over. While Oye and Boe sing “Your eyes are
cold, I know you’ll tell me all/Not to fall, I
lean against the wall,” the bossa nova and Wes
Montgomery octaves keep you busy other¬
wise. Additional means of anti-depressant on
the album is the instrumentation- the Oye and
Boe are exemplary guitarists, mostly for their
sense of control. In songs where there is ample
room for riffing, they decide instead to add
to the song’s needs, such as in “I Don’t Know

by CHIP MEANS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Oscar Night Is Always
A Good Night
by LEE DAVIS
MOVIE COLUMNIST
After Lick It! and Gala, I came to the conclu¬
sion that it was time to spy some real celebrities, so
I moseyed on over Sunday night to watch the Os¬
cars in the Silo, sponsored by the Robinson Play¬
ers. With some comrades on each side of me, some
tasty popcorn, and a sore left buttock after four hours
of Oscar time, I felt nice enough to share my
thoughts and learnings with you. So here’s the
skinny:
Oscar Awards:
Best Picture, A Beautiful Mind-, Best Actor,
Denzel Washington, Training Day; Best Actress,
Halle Berry, Monster’s Ball; Supporting Actor,
Jim Broadbent, Iris; Supporting actress, Jenni¬
fer Connelly, A Beautiful Mind; Best Director,
Ron Howard, A Beautiful Mind-, Animated film,
Shrek; Foreign film, No Man’s Land, Bosnia and
Herzegovina; Adapted screenplay, Akiva
Goldsman, A Beautiful Mind; Original screenplay,
Julian Fellowes, Gosford Park; Art direction,
Moulin Rouge; Cinematography, Lord of the
Rings, Fellowship of the Ring; Sound, Black
Hawk Down; Sound editing, Pearl Harbor; Origi¬
nal score, The Lord of the Rings, Fellowship of
the Ring; Original song, Monsters, Inc (“If I didn’t
have you”) Randy Newman; Costume, Moulin
Rouge; Documentary feature, Murder on a Sun¬
day Morning; Documentary short subject, Thoth;
Film editing, Black Hawk Down; Makeup, The
Lord of the Rings: the Fellowship of the Ring;
Animated Short, For the Birds; Live action short,
The Accountant; Visual effects, The Lord of the
Rings: the Fellowship of the Ring; Honorary
Awards, Arthur Hiller, Sidney Poitier, and Rob¬
ert Redford
Lee Davis Awards:
Best joke about the Oscars, Whoopi Goldberg:

A long-running musical outfit comprised
of Bates students has recently reached a mile¬
stone. Mrs. Skannotto, a campus music
legacy started by Bates alumnus Mark
Annotto, have recorded and printed a new CD
titled, Burning Inferno of Fire. The album
was produced by the band and published on
the Skamasutra record label.
The current lineup for this ska supergroup
is: Jon Mellen on lead vocals, Clayton
Thrasher Sanders on lead guitar, Simon
Hutchinson on bass guitar, Justin Lloyd on
trumpet, Chris Hoover on tenor saxophone,
Jeff Marion on alto saxophone, “Skabby” Jon
Shestakofsky on baritone saxophone, Aaron
Lee on trombone and Andrew Stone on drums.
Burning Inferno of Fire consists of ten
original ska songs. The album perpetuates the
feel-good nineties-era ska genre made popu¬
lar by bands such as the Mighty Mighty
Bosstones, Rancid, Spring Heeled Jack and
Reel Big Fish. Inferno is replete with upbeat
numbers driven by major scale riffs and
catchy hooks, including “Just A Game,”
“Look” and “Holly.” These are successfully
balanced by minor key songs such as “Ordi¬
nary Girl” and “My Girlfriend Doesn’t Un¬
derstand that She’s Still My Girlfriend,”
which encompass their vibes by use of angstridden complaints about relent¬
lessly harsh female companions.
The dark lyrical content of many
of the songs gives the group distinc¬
tion among their often more happygo-lucky contemporaries. “What I
Wanna Be” carries on as a light¬
hearted endeavor until the grungy
bridge, wherein Mellen intones, “I
62 SCHOOL STREET, AUBURN
don’t appreciate you fucking with
my mind.” “Just a Game” has simi¬
HOURS:
MON-THURS:
4:30p.m. - 1:00a.m.
larly spiteful lyrics. “My Girlfriend
FR1-SAT
11:00a.m. - 2:00a.m.
Doesn’t Understand that She’s Still
Sunday
11:00a.m. - 1:00a.m.
My Girlfriend” insists, “I love her,
she hates me. That’s a technical¬
ity.” The lyrics thus provide irony
ASK FOR A FREE DIPPING SAUCE
and wit to the album as a whole.
WITH YOUR NEXT PIZZA!
Overall, the album is a complete
ska experience with fun songs and
GARLIC BUTTER • PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
high replay value.
PIZZA SAUCE • BLUE CHEESE OR
The CD will be in stores soon,
RANCH DRESSING
including Bullmoose Music and
possibly Newbury Comics. Fans
and ska virgins alike will find that
Burning Inferno of Fire is worth
picking up. Just look for the orange
cover and the imprint of Wallmart’s
fire exit sign.
Mrs. Skannotto is hosting a CD
■5HHTIC-M
release party this Saturday, March
30"1, in Chase Hall. The fun will
mm\
start around 8:30. There will be a
few opening bands, including Bates
rock band Sort.

“Oscar is the only 74 year old man here tonight
that doesn’t need viagra to last 3 hours.”
Worst joke about the Oscars, Whoopi Goldberg:
“There’s been so much mud slinging in the cam¬
paigns that all the nominees look black.”
Best Consolation Prize, Pearl Harbor winning
sound editing Oscar (only by pure volume of min¬
utes (183 minutes) did this movie have a chance...)
Most Humble Acceptance Speech, Randy
Newman {Monsters,Inc), after having 16 nomina¬
tions and finally 1 Oscar: “Thank you. I don’t want
your pity. I want to thank, first of all, the music
branch for giving me so many chances to be hu¬
miliated over the years, I have nothing — I’m ab¬
solutely astounded that I’ve won for this, though
the picture deserves recognition. They made four
pictures in a row that were good and Peter Weir did
that once, but I can’t remember another instance
exactly... All of these musicians, many of whom
have worked for me a number of times and may
not again. Walking out here and having someone
this beautiful give me an award, I’ll never get to
heaven but that’s as close as you get. Thanks very
much. I’m thrilled.”
Celebrity that just won’t go away, Barbara
Streisand (What? How can she only be 60?)
Longest Acceptance Speech, Halle Berry: *after a minute of crying* “OH MY GOD!” *back to
more crying* “I’d like to thank my mother, my fa¬
ther” *after several more minutes* “I’d like to thank
my lawyers...”
Most likely to get a restraining order after the
Oscars, Julia Roberts: During Best Actor speech,
“Oh my god, I kissed Sidney Poitier tonight!” and
as Denzel Washington wins Best Actor, she rushes
towards him and gives Washington headlock as the
two walk off stage- Roberts better watch out for
Denzel’s wife... just because she is “luscious in
lilac” doesn’t mean she won’t deliver the ol’ one,
■two...
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$Ticfi§ CinnaStix*

What I Can Save You From,” where
the main acoustic guitar theme re¬
sembles the catchiest and quickest
of New Wave songs.
One reviewer has likened Quiet
Is the New Loud to taking a bath
while drinking a cup of tea. This
might lead one to think that it’s an
album for the end to a shitty day,
but this isn’t quite the point. The
point is that the Kings of Conve¬
nience have already had that shitty
day, and you (that’s the universal
“you”, by the way) get to reap the
beautiful benefits.
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is packed with people and the lines are long.
Another very chill place closer to the moun¬
tain is the Matterhorn and Great Grizzly Ski
Bar. They serve delicious wood-fired pizzas,
grilled steaks, and have a great selection of
brews on tap in a great atmosphere. We went
last year before a Pat McGee concert at the
Riva and it was bumping!
Next week or the week after we will hope¬
fully do a Maine Microbrew as I just received
a most excellent book from the Basement
Boys in Adams, which highlights every brew¬
ery in this great state...Thanks guys! So as

my thesis deadline fast approaches (like next
week), the amount of quality brew consumed
will be slime to none. Finally, when raising
your glass, cup, bottle, or can, please think of
me (even if it’s only for 0.5 seconds) as you
consume quality brew. Until then, have a safe
week and as always: drink beer but in mod¬
eration of course. Remember: There is no bad
beer; there is better beer...but never bad beer.
Bottoms up!

Disclosure: 66 mos. at 6.75% with 10% down cash or trade. Excludes tax, title & doc fees.

Overstay
A documentary film by Ann Kaneko
Screening and Director’s Talk on Wednesday,
March 27 at 7:00 p.m. in Olin 104. Reception to
follow.
An intimate exploration of migrant workers
seeking a better life in Japan, Overstay is that
rare documentary that seamlessly combines per¬
sonal narrative and social commentary. Leaving
families, friends, and cultural identity behind, six
young people share their unique stories: three
men escape familial responsibilities in Pakistan
for the opportunity to reinvent themselves; a
young Peruvian flees tradition in search of her
independence; an Iranian turns discrimination he
encounters into passionate activism; and a
Filipina woman is seduced by the promise of easy
money, only to find herself demeaned as a host¬
ess.
Alive with the colors and sounds of modernday Japan, Overstay is a compelling, vibrant film
that captures the human side of a timely, univer¬
sal issue.
A tale of sacrifice, loneliness, and courage,
Overstay deftly parallels the story of immigrants
living in the U.S. while examining a little-seen
side of J'apan.
For further information — or to arrange to
meet with Ann — please contact Melissa Wender.

Bates Orchestra Performs Beethoven
by KERRIN ARFSTEN
STAFF WRITER
Dance floor pop on Friday night, smooth
Jazz on Saturday — what better way to end
an action packed weekend with a little classi¬
cal touch? On Sunday night the Bates Col¬
lege Orchestra under the direction of William
Matthews brought Beethoven and a selection
of Aaron Copland to the Olin Arts Center.
Although prior to the performance 1 heard a
few concerns that not much of an audience
might show up because the previous days’
events might have prevented many from keep¬
ing up with their work, the Concert Hall filled
up rather quickly. Everyone who attended the
event left with the content feeling of a welldone musical performance; everyone who was
not able to make it...you missed out.
Schubert once said about Beethoven that
no one really understands him, else he pos¬
sesses as much spirit and even more heart, and
loves as unhappily or is as unhappy as
Beethoven himself. Beethoven’s music is a
tremendous reflection of his becoming.
Plagued by increasing deafness and a hope¬
less love for the noble Giulietta Guicciardi
his music reflects his tormented heart and
spirit. By 1819 Beethoven is completely deaf
and Giulietta has revoked her love because

he is not of noble descent. Out of his pain
and suffering arise the nine symphonies.
Beethoven’s Symphony #8 in F Major, Op.
93 is one of them. The symphony begins with
three fairly slow movements,, the Allegro
vivace con brio, the Allegretto scherzando,
and the Tempo di menuetto. The second move¬
ment is already a little more cheerful and jest¬
ing then the first and in the second the
scherzando makes it faster than a slow move¬
ment should be. The eighth symphony is cer¬
tainly shorter in length than the other sym¬
phonies but it is nonetheless full of most as¬
tonishing music. Starting slow with a com¬
plete melody the music soon begins to grown
and unfold in a most marvelous way. Despite
the difficulty of Beethoven’s compositions
and very few minor imbalances, the Bates
College Orchestra brought a most captivat¬
ing composer to the anticipating spectators in
a most respectable manner.
Continuing the romantic theme of
Beethoven’s symphony into a more modern
setting the orchestra continued the program
with a selection of Aaron Copland’s music.
Copland, a 20"' century composer from New
York, marks one of the greatest in the Ameri¬
can world of music. His music beautifully
contrasted Beethoven’s European style and

made for a rhythmic second part of the per¬
formance. The first selection to be played was
Introduction and Love Music, Party Scene and
The Promise of Living from Copland’s Op¬
era The Tender Land, A hopeless romantic, I
found myself swept away in the love stricken
melody of the first, only to be brought back
to reality moments later by the jazzy and up¬
beat rhythms of Copland’s other pieces
Buckaroo’s Holiday and Hoedown. Beaming
with action and joy Copland’s music conveys
the energy of New York and its Broadway
glamour. Copland displays a marvelous way
of depicting truly American themes in his
compositions with elegance of expression and
the ability to say the most with fewest words.
The Bates College Orchestra did a wonderful
job bringing across this captured radiance of
the American way of life. Certainly the audi¬
ence felt that the musicians had just as much
fun playing as the audience did listening to
these vivacious melodies. I know 1 still
caught myself humming the rhythm of
Copland’s Hoedown an hour later while skip¬
ping to the library. All in all a performance
to be proud of by the Bates College Orches¬
tra.
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The Cash-Money Thong and Whitman L. Holt
by JAY SURDUKOWSKI
CRITIC-AT-LARGE
As ever, the talented and outspoken
Whitman L. Holt affords a fascinating
perspective on contemporary issuesBates related and beyond. Last Friday
night at Lick It was no exception.
Here is a transcript of an exchange we
had about his appearance at Lick It in a
cash-money thong on Friday night. For
those of you who did not witness this
site, Holt was sporting a thong with dol¬
lar bills on it, and nothing else. This act
was infused w,ith far more meaning than
the average gossipy Batesie has accorded
it.
JAY: Why cash-money, why now?
WHITMAN: I chose to sport the
cash-money thong for a number of rea¬
sons. First, wearing it allowed me to
challenge the socially constructed entity
that “Whitman L. Holt” has become. My
name carries a range of implications;
many think of me as a grumpy, curmudg¬
eonly, old-before-my-time fellow. Wear¬
ing the thong deconstructed this impres¬
sion. I demonstrated that I am far more
than a boring, academic-loving machine.
Second, my decision to wear the thong
was supposed to elucidate to the wider
Bates community the extent to which
one’s personal identity is infinitely mal¬
leable. If I can perform an action that
smashes everyone’s previous impres¬
sions of me and that defies the
community’s expectations of me, then
there is no reason that others cannot do
the same. My action is intensely exis¬
tential and sublime at its core-it forces
each of us to question the identities that
we (and others) have built for ourselves
and to ask ourselves how we can best
reshape and remold those identities.
Third, my choice to wear the thong is in¬
tended
to promote the general “love your
body” message posited by those in
charge of Lick It and by organizations
like BEAA. If a man who is self-admittedly a corpulent, pallid beast can feel
comfortable “shaking what his mama
gave him,” then there is *no* reason that
all of the rest of the Bates community
should not embrace their bodies. The
things that result- such as eating disor¬
ders and obsessive “working out”- from
the superficial focus our (Bates) society
places on physical appearance are inher¬
ently problematic. Actions, such as my
own, should demonstrate that even the
flabbiest of us should be confident about
the bodies we’ve been given. Fourth and
finally, I wore the thong so that I could
“give 'em
something to talk about.” At this
point in the semester, people need some¬
thing light-hearted and positive to dis¬
cuss; the sight of WL Holt in a cashmoney thong gives them just that. I’ve
heard that a great deal of community dis¬
course followed Friday evening, which
would suggest that my attempt to give
an apathetic campus a quick intellectual
pump was successful.

permutation of both worlds- which I
think surprises some. While thrusting
my barely clad self around on Friday, I
realized in a moment of deep reflection
that the act symbolized my time here at
Bates in a meaningful way; as such, I
think the experience was both a mani¬
festation and a pinnacle of my combined
experience.
JAY: Many have speculated about po¬
tential political undertones relative to
the cash-money thong. Was the wearing
of the cash-money thong a political act?
For example some have speculated that
the display was connected to your liber¬
tarian love affair with the free market?
WHITMAN: Of course the fact that it
was a cash-money thong rather than
some other type of thong was important.
As many know, I am a huge proponent
of capitalism, the market system, and the
accumulation of obscene amounts of
capital. This fondness for money was
represented in the pattern of my thong.
In a strong sense, that which I most love
was covering that with which 1 love. Or,

JAY: What has it been like these past
few weeks with rampant conversation fo¬
cused on the space between your legs?
WHITMAN: Attention and focus on
my groin is nothing new. I have long
been willing to share my “private parts”
with many members of the College (just
ask my first-year center). I am not
ashamed or uncomfortable with what
I’ve been given. And, judging on the

number of anonymous (at least to me)
women who were “up on my junk” in the
course of Friday evening, it would ap¬
pear that others are just as interested in
the wild land between my legs.
JAY: Would you consider doing this
again?
WHITMAN: 1 would certainly do it
again...indeed, don’t be surprised if the
cash-money thong rears its head at least
once more this year.
JAY: Is there anything else the read¬
ership should know about your act?
WHITMAN: I would like the audience
to know that 1 hope I’m an inspiration
to all of those who are questioning the
social acceptability of their bodies. I
hope that my decision resulted in a
memorable experience for all who saw
me on Friday. I hope the joy of capital¬
ism was furthered as a result of my wild
gyrating and thrusting. (SEE PICTURE
OF WHITMAN AND THE THONG: OP¬
POSITE PAGE)

It’s that time again...

What: An opportunity for Bates students to call
accepted students and answer their questions about
Bates and tell them why they should come here
Why: Because it’s fun, you can call your friends from
home that were accepted, and you get free pizza and prizes!

When: Monday April lstThursday April 4th from 4-10pm

JAY: Was this a seminal moment in
your Bates career?
WHITMAN: Wearing the cash-money
thong was undoubtedly a premier mo¬
ment in my four years at Bates. The ex¬
perience rivals even my most impressive
accomplishments (e.g. getting into
Harvard Law School, honors, college
key, PBK, etc). I was able to demonstrate
the “other” side of WL that many people
do not have the privilege of seeing. You
see, I am not a simple “academic mon¬
ster,” nor am I a “party monster,” I am a , ,

one could say that both of the “juices of
life” were in play at once! By thrusting
my dollar-patterned crotch into the faces
and bodies of other Batesies, I was able
to further entrench the love of money in
their (and my own) hearts. As I danced
like a “nasty-boy,” my dance symbolized
more than a large 200-pound man in a
drunken stupor: it was a dance that cel¬
ebrated the glorious opulence of capital¬
ism that simultaneously invited all to
come drink at the pool of greed. As the
Wu-Tang Clan once sang on the track
C.R.E.A.M., “cash rules everything
around me, cream get the money, dolladolla bills ya’ 11” -I couldn’t agree more.

Where: The Admissions Office

,,,

First Years- come make phone calls and earn points toward
winning a pizza or Ben and Jerry’s party for your center
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Yes, We Have Cycling

Abolish Football?
Think Again.
point is that the other NESCAC schools are
who we should be competing with. We are
recruiting the same types of kids and there¬
fore drawing from the same talent pool and it
is the other NESCAC schools that we should
use as a measuring stick. When we used this
measuring stick, football proved to be more
competitive within the conference than three
of the more high profile men’s teams despite
what their reputation might be.
It is not as if there have not been improve¬
ments over the years. The basketball team won
a mere three games the season before we ar¬
rived here. This season, they knocked off Wil¬
liams, Bowdoin and Colby and on Saturday la¬
crosse defeated Wesleyan. Baseball is host¬
ing Tufts this weekend and has looked much
stronger thus far this season than last and will
hopefully improve on their NESCAC record.
As seniors with many friends on all of
these teams, many of our best times here at
Bates have been attending the games and en¬
joying the highs with them while also coping
with the lows. Some of the events that pop to
mind are football knocking off Colby our first
two years and basketball shocking Trinity our
sophomore year not to mention lacrosse’s riv¬
eting win over Wesleyan on Saturday. We hope
that there are more moments like these in the
near future for Bates athletes as well as the
fans.
Our goal in writing this is to shed some
light on some misconceptions about our men’s
teams here at Bates as well as to raise some
questions. What do these statistics say about
our men's sports teams? What can be done to
improve our performance in the NESCAC?

from back page
lacrosse have far superior records during our
time at Bates and baseball’s is slightly better;
however, these are overall records and do not
test our theory about NESCAC games and
therefore do no reflect our ability to compete
within our conference.
We then took a look at these four teams’
records in just NESCAC games to see how
football stacks up. As noted, football plays
only NESCAC teams so their NESCAC record
is the same as their overall record at 7-25
(.218). Men’s basketball has a NESCAC
record of 9-36 (.200) during this time while
lacrosse is 4-18 (.181) and baseball is 4-28
(.125). Among these four teams, their
NESCAC record in our time at Bates is 24107 (.183).
Needless to say, we were somewhat
shocked as our hypothesis was proved correct.
When counting strictly NESCAC games, foot¬
ball turned the table and has a superior win¬
ning percentage to basketball, lacrosse and
baseball. Since football does not get to play
schools such as Thomas, Gordon or Endicott,
they do not have the opportunity to pad their
win totals against schools that traditionally
have less talent than Bates. Conversely, bas¬
ketball, lacrosse and baseball have multiple
games against these teams and this is what
accounts for their superior win totals.
These statistics are not intended to bring
down basketball; lacrosse and baseball. In
these three sports, the NESCAC is considered
one of the toughest conferences in the country
while the opposite is true for football. The

Christian Dean leads the pack
by SCOTT BETOURNAY
CYCLING CORRESPONDENT
If you have never been to an event with the
Bates Cycling Team, or worse, not yet heard of
their existence, this should be your year. This
past weekend, the team displayed an impressive
if not downright dominating presence at their
season opening race, the Tufts-Harvard Criterium
held in Medford, MA.
For those not familiar with cycling, a crite¬
rium is an adrenaline fueled road race that mixes
high speed corners and leg-burning climbs over
a short loop that is repeated for anywhere between
20 and 50 laps. It is a good race for spectators
which is what brought this alum to the scene early
on Saturday Morning. And glad was I for at¬
tending.
My alma mater put forth perhaps the stron¬
gest results that I have seen in the three years
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Where:

Bates
Salvages
Split
from back page

Chase Hall Lounge
When:

April 2, 3 - 8 p.m.

Sponsored by
Bates EMS

each. Other goal scorers for Bates in¬
cluded Crosby, Nason, Lauren
Desiderio, Megan Halian, and Captain
defender Leora Seri.
For the weekend, Coulson points
out “These first two games really let us
know what we need to work on. We
found out in our game against
Bridgewater that possession off the draw
was going to be a key as far as control¬
ling the game.”
Early strengths? Coulson argues
“We have been doing a good job and
seeing the open player and finding a way
to move down the field quickly.”
Coach Wynn Hohlt adds “We have
learned a lot from the Wesleyan and the
Bridgewater games and can carry all of
that through this coming week and the
rest of the season. Our two biggest
strengths are probably our exceptional
fitness level and our multiple attacking
threats.”
But early signs all point to experi¬
ence, experience, and experience. With
5 games coming up before the second
week of April, the Bobcats will get ex¬
perience in a hurry.
Ends Hohlt, “We need to play. The
more we play, the better we will be....
It is still early. We’re developing every
day.” And with a 1-1 start, after bowing
to a league opponent but allowing one
goal the very next day, development will
be one word the Bobcats will need if
they hope to be doing any partying come
tournament time.

since the team was founded. Nate Rogers led the
field and won first place in Saturday’s level D
race. In cycling, the racers often spread out along
the course and it is very difficult for those at the
back of the field to work up to the front. Nate
overcame this by an early sprint to the first cor¬
ner which allowed him to jump ahead and stay at
the front for the whole race.
Will Adams was Bates’ next finisher com¬
ing in at fourth place followed by CoreyBergad
at ninth place, Christian Dean at 17th, and Craig
Saddlemire who placed well ahead of other rac¬
ers but his result was not ranked. Ari de Wilde
raced a more difficult category, although his fi¬
nal result was also not recorded.
The team went on the next day to compete
in a time trial held in the Concord-Sudbury re¬
gion. A time trial is an individual race against
the clock much like marathon running. It is not
so technically demanding or thrilling to watch,
but it is an athlete’s true test of physical ability.
Bates riders, Nate Rogers, Christian Dean, Corey
Bergad, and Craig Saddlemire raced the college
D. We had Ari de Wilde and Russ Latham racing
B.
The results are currently unknown due to
Internet difficulties but in the words of a Bates
rider who goes by the name of Crinny, “much
fun was had.” Overall, this season is looking to
be an exiting one for the cycling team as it con¬
tinues to build its program from the ground up.
The highlight of the team’s current lineup is
that many of the riders are in their first year and
it is still early in the season. The team trains ev¬
ery day at 4:15 and welcomes new riders regard¬
less of ability. Most training rides are 20 to 30
miles a day but this will build as the season
progresses. Next weekend’s event will be at
Princeton and Columbia. For fans wanting to see
the team in action, there will be a race at UNH
on the weekend of April 6th and 7th. On behalf
of my fellow alumni teammates, we congratu¬
late the team for a fine opening performance.

Bobcat Of
The Week

Paul Tenney
Normally, it is the players who score the goals
that get the glory. But not this week. We have
named Paul Tenney, a defensemen on the lacrosse
team, as Bobcat of the Week.
Tenney has stepped in at the top defensive
position and done a fantastic job. This past week¬
end he shut down what Coach Peter Lasagna called
“two of the best attackmen we’ll face all year”
while beating three opponents to a ground ball that
led to a key goal in a 9-8 victory over Kings Point.
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‘Cats Come Up Short Hastings Continues
His Era Of Excellence
In Double Dip
by MATT MEYERS
SPORTS EDITOR

Bates enjoys a lighter moment at practice_Christina Dove/The Bates Student
by MATT GAGNE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Unable to get along with Mother Nature for
yet a second year in a row, the Bates College
men’s baseball team traveled to Sandwich, Mass.,
to escape the snow this Saturday, kicking off its
New England spring schedule with a pair of po¬
lar-opposite losses to the ECAC’s Worcester
State.
Worcester led off the bottom of the first with
a home run off rookie hurler John Furbush in the
first game of the doubleheader, and never looked
back, winning the game via the mercy-rule, 130, in six innings.
Bates collected only four hits, all scattered
by Worcester’s ace who took the mound after
missing a start the week before due to rain. Drew
McKenna, John O’Neill, Jeff Shouldice, and
Owen Miehe all reached base safely, but never
crossed the plate as the Lancers executed perfect
defense and turned the game’s only double play.
Shouldice was the only Bobcat to not strikeout
in the contest.
Worcester added a lone run in the second
and third, but exploded in the fifth with three
before scoring six more off reliever Shawn
Kingman in the sixth. “We never fully into it in
the opener,” said pitcher Shane Delaney. “I don’t
know if it was the weather or that we had to rush
warming up, we just weren’t into it.”
Bates came out a different team in the night¬
cap, jumping out to early lead on a sacrifice fly
by shortstop Nate Maxwell in the top of the third.
He knocked in center fielder Rob Maguire, who
led off the inning with a double. Maguire, 0-for2 in the first game, went 2-for-4 and scored two
runs, despite Bates’ 7-6 loss in extra innings.
Worcester immediately answered the call in
the bottom half of the frame, scoring two runs on
two doubles to take the lead. Not to be undone,
Bates regained the lead in the fifth, scoring three
runs on home runs by rookie infielder Adam
Taranto and senior outfielder John Merriman.
Taranto hit a solo dinger and Merriman

blasted a two-run shot to give Bates the 4-2 lead.
Taranto finished the night 2-for-3 with three RBI,
a walk, and a run scored.
Worcester refused to go away, tying the
game once more following Bates offensive ex¬
plosion. Ryan Weaver took the hill and struggled
to maintain control throughout his regular sea¬
son debut for the Bobcats. He hit five batters be¬
fore giving way to Delaney with two outs in the
fifth. Weaver gave up four runs on four hits, walk¬
ing three and striking out none.
Each team scored two more in the sixth.
Bates regained the lead in the first half of the
frame on two-run single by Taranto, who carried
Bates from his nine-spot position. But All-Ameri¬
can Eric Swedberg singled in a run in the bottom
half of the inning and the Lancers added another
on a sacrifice fly to knot the game at 6-6.
The outlook for the Bobcats appeared prom¬
ising after Maxwell led off the seventh with a
single, but neither team managed to push one
across in the plate, sending the game into extra
innings.
Worcester stranded two Bates runners in the
top of the eight before walking away with the
win on a suicide squeeze in the next half inning.
Delaney retired the first batter on a fly out,
but walked the next two batters, the latter being
an intentional walk. Ben Megrian came on in re¬
lief, hitting the first batter he faced before the
Lancers executed the suicide squeeze for their
second win of the day.
“In game two, we had a lot of opportunities
to put them away and did not capitalize on our
opportunities,” commented Delaney. “We need
to get into the mindset of finishing off teams when
we get our chance which is what we did down
south.”
Delaney, who was charged with the final run
and the loss, went a total of two and two-third
innings, surrendering three earned runs on three
hits, striking out four and walking three.
Bates drops to 2-2-1 on the young season,
and is scheduled to take on Tufts at home on
March 29th at 3PM and on the 30th at noon.

Box Scores
GAME ONE
Bates (2-1-1)000000 0-05 3
Worcester St. (9-2) 211 036 x - 13 13 1
Batteries: B, John Furbush, Shawn Kingman (6) and Ben Donaldson.
WS, Bob Case, Jon Miller (7) and Don Lehtola.
W: Case. L: Furbush (0-1).
2B: B, Drew McKenna. WS, Jeff Wood, McTigue.
HR: WS, Andy Sebring, McTigue.
Multiple hitters: WS, Corey Davis 3, Lehtola, McTigue, Sebring, Wood.
GAME TWO
Bates (2-2-1)001 032 00-69 1
Worcester St. (10-2) 002 022 01 - 7 9 2
Batteries: B, Ryan Weaver, Shane Delaney (6), Ben Megrian (7) and Matt
Peterson. WS, Schaffer, Jon Miller (6), Chris Fuller (7) and Welch,
Lehtola (5).
W: Fuller. L: Delaney (0-1).
2B: B, Rob Maguire 2. WS, Davis, Campbell.
HR: B, Adam Taranto (1), John Merriman (1).
Multiple hitters: B, Maguire, Taranto. WS, Davis

dent-athlete in school history. Hastings scored
356.45 points in the preliminary round of the
event. Though he failed to reach the finals at
the NCAAs for the first time in the six events
he had competed in at the national champion¬
ships, Hastings earned four team points for the
Bobcats, qualifying him for the All-America
recognition. Hastings’ 18 points placed the
Bobcats in a three-way tie for 34th place in
the team standings, fifth among New England
schools.
In the one-meter event in 2001, Hastings
finished in fifth place to earn his fifth career
All-America honor.
,
Hastings stood in seventh place after scoring

It is one thing to be excellent for a day,
or maybe even a season; however, it is rare
for someone to be able to maintain that level
of excellence for an entire career. Bates se¬
nior Andrew Hastings has done just that.
Hastings earned his seventh career AllAmerica this past weekend when he finished
ninth overall in the three-meter diving event
at the Division III national championships in
Miami, Ohio hosted by Wooster College.
Hastings, who _
finished 22nd in the
nation on Friday in
one-meter diving, re¬
?.93:25 points 'n
pre'
liminary round. He 1mcorded a preliminary
proved to fourth place
score of 411.20, miss¬
ing the finals by 8.5
withascoreon6815in
LLUUViK. Ul uumt} ru?>0U/y the
semifina|s before
points. By finishing
claiming
fifth place
ninth, he secured his
overall with his 414.60 points in the finals.
seventh All-America honor, the most earned
As a sophomore Hastings earned two Allby one athlete in Bates history. Four of his
American honors and the third fourth of his
honors have come in the three-meter event and
career, taking fourth place in the three-meter
three in the one-meter. Hastings improved his
event and fifth in the one-meter event. As a
performance in the three-meter by four spots
freshman, Hastings took home fourth in the
from 2001. Hastings scored nine points for
one meter and seventh in the three meter to
Bates, helping the Bobcats to a tie for 39th
earn his first two All-American honors.
place overall out of the 51 teams who score
This past weekend marked the end of
points at the championships. Bates was fifth
Hastings career as a Bobcat and this should
among teams from New England. Kenyon
not be taken for granted. He does not play
College won its 23rd-straight NCAA title.
one of the more high profile sports on cam¬
In 2001, Hastings placed 13th in the 3pus, but his accomplishments over the past
meter, earning his sixth career All-America

Hastings has now
earned more All-American
honors than any other
athlete in Bates history

honor and making him the most decorated stu¬

four years are as high profile as they come.

‘Cats On A Streak
from back page
Bobcats the ball and a man-up with six sec¬
onds remaining. Instead of attempting a shot,
try at the time.
Coach Lasagna instructed Fredericks to hold
Like the previous day, the contest was nip
onto the ball, which would give the Bobcats
and tuck from the start. It appeared as though
possession to start overtime. This decision
it would be a high scoring affair as each team
proved to be wise.
scored three quick goals; however, the de¬
The Bobcats whipped the ball around the
fenses then took over and for the second
perimeter to start the extra session. The ball
straight day the score was 4-4 at the half. The
found its way to Fredericks behind the net who
game remained tight through the third as each
quickly fed a cutting Sandler who buried the
team tallied twice and it was 6-6.
ball in the back of the net giving the Bobcats
The Bobcats looked to take control early
a 9-8 victory. While the point scorers are the
on in the fourth as Sandler notched his first
ones who are normally celebrated after wins
goal of the game a minute into the stanza. The
like this, it has been the defense that was re¬
Bobcats appeared to have opened their lead
ally the key to this weekend’s success.
to two goals minutes later as Sullivan fired
Paul Tenney has stepped to the forefront
one into the back of the net on a counterat¬
for the Bobcats in replacing McDuffee and has
tack; however, it was ruled that the Bobcat
done a remarkable job. “Paul covered the top
coaches had called time-out as he was shoot¬
attackmen for both
ing and the goal was
Wesleyan and Kings
disallowed. “I decided
Point
and basically shut
to call time-out when
them down,” comJohn Saunders cleared
midfield,” noted Lasa™“fe.d Lasag":a, “He
'
co
held the two of them to
gna. “However, the of¬
a combined three
ficial was a little slow

bl™ing
the WnhiHtHe
and by the time he did,

I have a lot of respect
for these players,” commented Lasagna. “They
could’ve. been
content with
.
one big win on the week
end, but they were not and
fought for the second. ””

we were in the process
of scoring.” This ap¬
peared as thought it
might be a momentum
killer for the Bobcats,
but they showed their
resiliency as Chris
Eckhoff scored right out of the timeout to ex¬
tend their lead to 8-6.
Kings Point showed some resiliency of
their own as they scored twice more over the
final ten minutes to tie the game at 8-8 with
95 seconds remaining. The Bobcats were able
to regain possession, but they had more prob¬
lems with timeouts as they pulled a “Chris
Webber,” calling a timeout when they had
none and giving the ball back to the Mariners.
Once again, the defense was up to the task and
regained control for Bates. On a loose ball,
Kings Point was assessed a penalty giving the

Colin Wyatt, Chris
Fedullo, John Saunders
and Dobbyn, the Bob¬
cat defense combined
to shut down the Cardi¬
nal and Mariner attack.
As stingy as this defense has been, it’s hard
to imagine that this team lost its best defen¬
sive player and captain.
The Bobcats record now stands at 4-1
overall and 1-0 in the NESCAC and expecta¬
tions are now running high. “I have a lot of
respect for these players,” said Lasagna. “I
am watching them grow up every quarter.
They could’ve been content with one big win
on the weekend, but they were not content with
just one win and fought hard for the second.”
The Bobcats will host Plymouth St. tonight at
7 before their NESCAC schedule begins to get
rolling at Williams on Saturday.

Sports week
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W. Lacrosse

Cats On A Streak Bates Salvages

After Opening Loss, Men’s Lacrosse Has Won Four Straight

A Weekend Split
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Dave Fredericks handles the ball versus Gordon
by MATT MEYERS
SPORTS EDITOR
Offense wins games, defense wins championships-a sports cliche that is thrown around
quite often; however, based upon the play of
the men’s lacrosse team thus far, it is a state¬
ment that is quite fitting. Bates went 3-0 this
past week and a stingy defense was the num¬
ber one reason why.
Bates began their week with their first
game in over two weeks against Gordon Col¬
lege. This was also the first time the Bobcats
had taken the field since the murder of cap¬
tain Morgan McDuffee and he was honored
with a moment of silence following the na¬
tional anthem.
Much like in their home opener against
New England College, it was clear that the
Bobcats were the more talented squad. The
play was fairly even for the first half of the
first quarter, but at the midway point sopho¬
more Chris Eckhoff opened the scoring and
the Bobcats never looked back. Dave
Fredericks followed with a tally assisted by
Jack Sandler and Fredericks returned the fa¬
vor moments later to give the Bobcats a 3-0
lead. By the time the first quarter was over,
Bates had itself a 6-0 lead. The highlight of
the first quarter was a goal by senior Pat
Gaughan. Gaughan cut through the defense
like a hot knife through butter before unleash¬
ing a rocket that caromed off of the post.
Unfazed, Gaughan leapt to catch the rebound
and fire it home in one motion.
The onslaught continued in the second
quarter as the Bobcats increased their lead to
8-1 at intermission. If Gordon had any
thoughts of a comeback they were quickly
squelched in the third as Bates netted seven
more goals in the third and one in the fourth
as they cruised to a 16-4 victory. Sandler lead
the way for the ‘Cats with two goals and four
assists. Gaughan had three goals and one as¬
sist while Frederick added two goals and an
assist. Mark Dobbyn was solid in net as he
made 16 saves.
The competition would get much tougher
for the Bobcats on Saturday as the Wesleyan

Christina Dove/The Bates Student

Cardinals came to town. This was the first
NESCAC contest of the season for the Bob¬
cats and it would certainly be a tough test as
Wesleyan had not lost a regular season
NESCAC game since the 2000 season. “I
knew they would be good,” said Coach Peter
Lasagne. “I was just hoping they would not
be as strong offensively as they were last
year.”
The game was hard fought from the out¬
set as the teams went back and forth through¬
out the first half. The Bobcats had a 3-1 lead
after one period as Jeff Critchlow scored on a
laser that beat the goalie in the top right cor¬
ner from ten yards out as time expired to end
the first. Wesleyan responded in the second
with three goals of their own while holding
the Bobcats to one and the game was 4-4 at
the break.
The Bobcats took the lead for good nine
minutes into the third on a goal by Peter Fried¬
man that was assisted by Sandler. Sandler ex¬
tended the Bobcat lead moments later on a
feed from behind the net from Fredericks.
Wesleyan was able to slice the lead in half
early in the fourth on a goal by Mark
Nordstrom, but Friedman responded to make
it 7-5 Bobcats. Nordstrom came right back to
make it 7-6 but that is as close as Wesleyan
would get. Fredericks answered with a goal
of his own moments later and the Bobcats
closed out the scoring as face-off man John
Sullivan scored his first goal of the season to
put the icing on the cake. “They were a
scrappy team,” noted Lasagna. “But our guys
did a great job on ground balls, we were re¬
lentless.” Fredericks led all scorers with two
goals and two assists while Matt Winterle
added a goal and two assists.
There was not much time for the Bobcats
to celebrate as they were scheduled to take the
field less than 24 hours later against Kings
Point. Although not a NESCAC team, the
Bobcats knew this would not be a cakewalk.
Kings Point has been a tough squad in years
past and had opened their season with a vic¬
tory over Roanoke, the #12 team in the counsee ‘Cats On A Streak, page 15

The Bates women’s lacrosse season party
got started this past weekend with games against
Wesleyan and Bridgewater St, but somebody for¬
got to tell the Cardinals from Wesleyan no party
crashers were allowed. Nonetheless, Bates fin¬
ished the weekend 1-1, falling Saturday, at
Wesleyan, 14-11, but coming back to handily
defeat Bridgewater St, 25-1.
Opening day on Saturday started off with
the Bobcats taking control. Bates opened up a
4-2 lead thanks to two goals from rookie Erica
Nason. Led by Jen Strahle in net and Lizzie
Anson on defense, the Bobcat pressure was too
much for the Cardinals early on, and Bates con¬
tinued the offensive attack to take an 8-5 lead at
halftime. Captain Liz Coulson, who played
goalie last year, recorded her first goal of the
year in the first half.
Bates continued to play strong in the early
moments of the second half, as sophomores Car¬
rie Smith and Catherine Crosby each scored as
Bates raced to a 10-5 lead. But Wesleyan re¬
fused to give up, and went on a 9 goal run as the
Bobcat attack was stifled by the Cardinals’ de¬
fense. Smith recorded a hat trick with her third
goal late in the second half, but it was not

enough, as Bates fell 14-11. Smith finished with
three goals, as did the rookie Nason. Coulson
had 2 assists to go along with her goal, and
sophomore Becky Castle added two goals for
the Bobcats. Wesleyan’s Rebecca Erin Malone
led all scorers with 6 total points.
On the Wesleyan game, Coulson notes how
afterwards the team “realized that we need to
win the 50-50 balls. It wasn’t happening for us,
which was probably one of our biggest prob¬
lems.” This difference in the game though, was
understandable. Bates was playing just its first
game of the season, whereas Wesleyan (2-2)was
playing its fourth. This game experience was
something Bates would show off the next day
against Bridgewater St.
The Bridgewater St. Bears were
outmatched from the start against the hustling
Bobcats. A telling stat of how good the Bobcat
attack would be on Sunday was that Bates took
31 shots on goal. 25 of them went in.
Offensively, many of the Bobcats posted
career highs. The sophomore Smith netted 6
goals and added 2 assists. Sophomore Lori
Jessup had a career high 5 points on 3 goals and
a pair of assists. Coulson, Castle, and teammates
Liz Lawler and Staci Bafford all had four points
see Bates Salvages Split, page 14

Abolish Football?
Think Again.
by MATT MEYERS AND JAKE RILEY
INQUISITIVE FANS
A few weeks ago, we sat in Commons dis¬
cussing the plight of Bates men’s athletics.
This conversation was sparked by the debate
that was taking place that week in which the
subject was “Should Bates Abolish Football?”
We were discussing the fact that football is
viewed as somewhat of a laughingstock as a
result of its poor records. Although we had
no hard evidence to support this at the time, it
seemed to us that many of our men’s teams
have had similar struggles against NESCAC
teams in our four years here, yet it seems as
though football is the only one that the jokes
are made about.
The theory we came up with that we
thought might explain this phenomenon is
quite simple. Of all the teams at Bates, foot¬
ball is the only one that plays a strictly

NESCAC schedule. The NESCAC is one of
the stronger athletic conferences in Division
III and football does not have the opportunity,
since they can only play once a week, to play
non-conference games against what is often
weaker competition.
We decided to put our theory to the test
and take a look at the records. Our sports in¬
formation director Adam Levin does a won¬
derful job of keeping records from past sea¬
sons on the web-site and our research yielded
some eye opening results.
In our four years here, the football team
has a record of 7-25 which is a winning per¬
centage of .218. The men’s basketball teams
has a record of 43-53 (.448), men’s lacrosse
is 28-21 (.571) and baseball is 23-69 (.250).
Based on these statistics, the jokes about the
football team are on point. Basketball and
see Abolish Football, page 14

Team

Overall Record

NESCAC Record

Football

7-25 (.218)

7-25 (.218)

Basketball

43-53 (.448)

9-36 (.200)

Lacrosse

28-21 (.571)

4-18 (.181)

Baseball

23-69 (.250)

4-28 (.125)

